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The purpose of this study was to develop an instrument to measure healthcare 

professionals’ knowledge and attitudes about near-death experiences (NDEs) that would 

demonstrate acceptable psychometric properties. In consultation with a focus group of six NDE 

experts, I developed the 50-item Knowledge and Attitudes toward Near-Death Experiences Scale 

(KANDES), including the 24-item KANDES–Attitude subscale (KANDES-A) and the 26-item 

KANDES–Knowledge subscale (KANDES-K). Including a pilot administration in which 

feedback indicated no need for revision, a total of 256 professional and student counselors 

completed the KANDES.  

Separate reliability and validity analyses were conducted for each subscale. For the 

KANDES–A, Cronbach’s alpha was .909, and Pearson’s r for test-retest was .748, both 

indicating acceptable reliability. An exploratory factor analysis indicated four factors to retain 

and yielded a factor solution that explained 54.87% of the variance, an acceptable amount of 

variance to substantiate construct validity.  

For the KANDES–K, Cronbach’s alpha was .816, indicating acceptable reliability. For 

each of the scale’s three domains, Cronbach’s alpha was .816 for Domain 1: NDE Content, .817 

for Domain 2: NDE Aftereffects, and .631 for Domain 3: Experiencer Characteristics, indicating 

acceptable reliability. Pearson’s r for test-retest on the total KANDES–K was .812, further 

demonstrating acceptable reliability.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

It has been estimated that more than 8 million Americans have had near-death 

experiences (NDEs; Gallup & Proctor, 1982). Researchers have used two types of studies to 

investigate NDEs: retrospective, in which near-death experiencers (NDErs) participate in a study 

sometime after, even years after their experiences, and prospective, in which researchers obtain 

information about an NDE before or during its occurrence (Holden, Greyson, & James, 2009). 

After a critical review of NDE research through 2005, Zingrone and Alvarado (2009) concluded 

that researchers studying people who have survived a close brush with death may expect to find 

an NDE incidence of approximately 35% in retrospective studies and 17% in prospective studies. 

These incidence figures suggest that healthcare providers (HPs) will inevitably encounter NDErs 

among their constituents.  

NDEs are profound events with profound aftereffects with which NDErs often struggle; 

how HPs relate to their NDEr constituents can inevitably influence how an NDEr adjusts in the 

aftermath of the experience (Foster, James, & Holden, 2009; Greyson, 1997, 2003; Groth-Marnat 

& Summers, 1998). Thus, providers need to have knowledge and attitudes that help rather than 

fail to help or even harm NDErs. The implications of these findings are far-reaching for 

professionals who encounter or work with individuals who have experienced or will experience 

this phenomenon. Currently, no current, empirically validated instrument intended to measure 

individuals’ knowledge and attitudes about NDEs exists.  

As technology advances, resuscitation capabilities are improving, leading to increased 

opportunities for NDEs to occur and for experiencers to report them (Holden, Greyson, & James, 

2009). As reports and occurrences of NDEs increase, the need for a setting in which near-death 
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experiencers (NDErs) have an outlet to process these profound events and integrate them into 

their lives becomes more pressing (Foster et al., 2009).  

Since 1975 when Raymond Moody first branded the term near-death experience, NDEs 

have become an important and popular area of international attention and research (Holden et al., 

2009). Although NDEs are not objectively observable, researchers have attempted to define them 

and research them based on their reported contents and reported and observed aftereffects 

(Holden, 2008).  

A founding member of the International Association for Near-Death Studies (IANDS), 

long-time editor of the Journal of Near-Death Studies, and leader in the field of NDE research, 

psychiatrist Bruce Greyson has published multiple articles about NDEs and has conducted many 

studies that contribute to the field of evidence-based NDE research (Holden et al., 2009). 

Through his years of research and study, Greyson determined his working definition of an NDE 

as “a profound subjective event with transcendental and mystical elements that many people 

experience on the threshold of death” (Greyson, 1994, p. 460).  More recently, Greyson, Kelly, 

and Kelly (2009) defined NDEs as “the unusual, often vivid and realistic, and sometimes 

profoundly life-changing experiences occurring to people who have been physiologically close 

to death, as in cardiac arrest or other life-threatening conditions, or psychologically close to 

death, as in accidents or illnesses in which they feared they would die” (p. 213). Other pioneers 

in the NDE research field elaborated that NDEs should be defined by their features, components, 

and depth.  

NDErs report having encountered a variety of elements during their NDEs. In his 

research of NDEs, Moody (1975) identified and labeled common elements reported by many 
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experiencers that he used in his definition of this phenomenon. Greyson et al. (2009) expanded 

on Moody’s features to include 

feelings of peace and joy; an out-of-body experience (OBE) or a sense of being out of 

one’s physical body: a cessation of pain; seeing a dark tunnel or void; seeing an 

unusually bright light, sometimes experienced as a ‘being of light’ that radiates love and 

may communicate with the person; encountering other beings, often deceased people; 

experiencing a revival of memories, sometimes accompanied by feelings of judgment; 

seeing some ‘other realm,’ often of great beauty; sensing a border beyond which the 

person cannot go; and returning to the physical body, often reluctantly. (p. 213) 

According to experts, an experience does not have to include all of these features to be 

considered an NDE.  

 In order to study NDEs more accurately, Greyson (1983a) developed the Near-Death 

Experience Scale (NDE Scale), which quantitatively measures the presence and intensity of 

features during the experience. The NDE Scale yields a cutoff score that can help determine 

whether an individual had an NDE, and the higher the score beyond the cutoff, the deeper the 

NDE (Noyes, Fenwick, Holden, & Christian, 2009). This scale advanced the study of NDEs by 

distinguishing NDEs from other types of experiences and promoted more evidence-based 

research (Zingrone & Alvarado, 2009). Many NDE researchers’ works that I reviewed employed 

the NDE Scale in order to further explore NDE features and their aftereffects.  

 Although awareness of NDE contents is a vital component of NDE research, another 

important area of NDE research lies in the study of the aftereffects experiencers encounter and 

report. NDErs have reported many life-altering aftereffects (Foster et al. 2009). Frequently 

reported aftereffects include changes in overall demeanor, view of life and death, values and 
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beliefs, spiritual and/or religious views, material desires, and ability to accept others (Foster et 

al., 2009; Greyson, 1997; Greyson et al., 2009; Noyes et al., 2009). NDErs have disclosed that 

these life-altering changes are difficult to comprehend and incorporate into their lives and 

worldviews. Many NDErs also report changes in their personal relationships as a result of these 

experiences (Foster et al., 2009; Noyes et al., 2009). At times, NDErs’ disclosures are met with 

mixed reactions including disbelief, an inability to understand, and even rejection from 

significant others and from HPss. These reactions can further complicate NDErs’ pursuit of 

integrating already-complex experiences into their lives. Regardless of others’ reactions, NDErs 

find it difficult to communicate the meaningfulness of such profound experiences to others in 

their lives.  

 Another area of NDE research lies in studies regarding individuals’ knowledge and 

attitudes toward NDEs (Foster et al., 2009). In order to assess individuals’ perceptions and 

knowledge about NDEs, researchers have studied various populations, specifically individuals in 

helping professions, who are likely to encounter NDErs. This is an important area of research 

because NDErs report a need to process and communicate about the experiences. NDErs who 

receive some form of support report having more positive views about their NDEs and increased 

success in integrating the experience into their lives (Greyson & Liester, 2004). However, studies 

of this nature are difficult due to the outdated assessments available regarding individuals’ 

knowledge and attitudes about NDEs.   

Statement of the Problem 

NDErs may find integrating their experiences and the resulting changes in their lives is a 

difficult and isolating process (Furn, 1987). Due to the life-changing nature of NDEs, many 

experiencers have difficulty adjusting to their post-experience lives and report that their belief 
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and value changes occurring after their NDEs affected their interpersonal relationships. Further, 

NDErs discuss that revelations of their experiences often receive reactions such as cynicism, 

doubt, and uncertainty from significant others (Brumm, 2006). Historically, health providers 

have viewed NDEs as hallucinations or even as evidence of psychological derangement 

(Greyson, 1983b).  These views and reactions reflect a negative attitude toward NDEs and 

NDErs that seems to derive from limited knowledge about this phenomenon. Significant damage 

to NDErs’ social support and personal wellbeing can occur as a result of adverse reactions they 

receive from disclosure (Brumm, 2006). As NDErs struggle to make meaning of their 

experiences, they need a venue in which they can process their resulting life changes with 

informed and accepting individuals. 

Research regarding the integration of NDEs into experiencers’ lives indicates that 

reactions from healthcare professionals about NDE disclosures are crucial for successful, 

positive integration (Foster et al., 2009). Knowledgeable and accepting reactions from health 

professionals tend to assist experiencers to begin healthy and constructive integration 

trajectories, whereas rejecting or uninformed reactions increase the likelihood of a negative or 

harmful integration experience (Foster et al., 2009). Thus, it is important to have an accurate 

means of assessing HPs’ knowledge and attitudes about NDEs.  In reviewing the literature, I 

found only four studies of medical health providers’ knowledge of and attitudes about NDEs 

(Barnett, 1991; Bucher et al., 1997; Cunico, 2001; Moore, 1994), one of psychologists’ 

knowledge and attitudes (Walker & Russell, 1989), and none of counselors’ knowledge and 

attitudes regarding NDEs (Foster et al., 2009). Not only have very few NDE researchers 

conducted studies on mental health professionals’ knowledge and attitude about NDEs, but an 
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empirically validated instrument based on updated and current NDE research to assess this 

information does not exist. 

It is estimated that medical, mental, social, and spiritual HPs number in the millions in 

the U.S. alone (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2010). Assessing these providers’ knowledge and 

attitudes about NDEs is an important area of healthcare and NDE research.  
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 

Near-death experiences (NDEs) are an important area of research due to their 

transcendental and complicated nature, impact on experiencers and their significant others, and 

implications for helping professionals. In the last 35 years, researchers have begun to identify 

criteria for and to define NDEs (Ring, 2009), and even more recently NDEs have become a focus 

for mental health practitioners. In their discussion about NDE research through 2005, Holden, 

Greyson, and James (2009) reported that NDE researchers “published at least 65 research studies 

involving nearly 3,500 NDErs” on four continents (p. 7). Drawing on NDE related articles and 

evidence-based studies, I focus on the following areas in this literature review: (a) defining 

NDEs, (b) content of NDEs, (c) aftereffects of NDEs, (d) content of NDEs, (e) knowledge and 

attitudes about NDEs in helping professions, and (f) instrument development.  

Defining Near-Death Experiences 

In the field of NDE research, researchers disagree about how best to define these unique 

and multifaceted experiences (Greyson, 1999). Further, research in this area can be complex due 

to the subjective nature of the material being studied (Brumm, 2006). Exploring NDEs is a 

complicated task because many individuals view NDEs as hallucinations rather than as real 

phenomena (Betty, 2006). NDEs challenge the assumption that consciousness is achieved only in 

the brain and “that the mind is merely the subjective concomitant of neurological events” 

(Greyson et al., 2009, p. 214), which has been the predominant belief in the field of 

neuroscience. Therefore, NDE researchers have been faced with the challenge to redefine 

consciousness and reality. 
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In his book, Life After Life, Moody (1975) was the first researcher to coin the term “near-

death experience” and the acronym “NDE” (Brumm, 2006; Ring, 2009). Although many 

researchers since then have used the same term to identify this phenomenon, they have varying 

ideas about how to define and what defines NDEs (Greyson et al., 2009). Greyson et al. (2009) 

defined NDEs as:  

the unusual, often vivid and realistic, and sometimes profoundly life-changing 

experiences occurring to people who have been physiologically close to death, as in 

cardiac arrest or other life-threatening conditions, or psychologically close to death, as in 

accidents or illnesses in which they feared they would die. Frequently recurring features 

include feelings of peace and joy; an out-of-body experience (OBE) or a sense of being 

out of one’s physical body: a cessation of pain; seeing a dark tunnel or void; seeing an 

unusually bright light, sometimes experienced as a ‘being of light’ that radiates love and 

may communicate with the person; encountering other beings, often deceased people; 

experiencing a revival of memories, sometimes accompanied by feelings of judgment; 

seeing some ‘other realm,’ often of great beauty; sensing a border beyond which the 

person cannot go; and returning to the physical body, often reluctantly. (p. 213) 

Greyson (1999) discussed that researchers disagree not only about how to define NDEs but also 

about how best to study them in order to reach a consensus on the definition.  

Brumm (2006) discussed how “trying to gain an objective understanding of a subjective 

experience [has] proved problematic” (p. 154) for NDE researchers. Because NDEs are not 

observable directly, research in this area relies on experiencers retelling their stories. Due to the 

subjective nature of NDE retelling, the quest for an agreed upon definition continues to be a 

source of difficulty for researchers (Brumm, 2006). Although no consensus exists among 
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researchers about a best definition of NDEs, many researchers have attempted to define NDEs by 

discussing common occurrences, prevalent features, and different types of NDEs. The initial 

starting point in researching NDEs is to explore how to define death itself. 

 Bernat, Culver, and Gert (1981) discussed the changing definition of death according to 

developing technology in the medical field regarding resuscitation capabilities. They suggested 

that, due to technology, the definition of death should be extended to include not only the ending 

of heart and lung use but also the termination of brain functioning. They further suggested that 

more advanced medical tests should be used in determining whether or not death has occurred. 

However, the majority of the literature and research on NDEs reviewed for this study have 

identified death as a period of cardiac arrest. Although attention to the physical criteria of death 

is important to understand, the primary focus of NDE research has remained on the spiritual, 

personal, and transpersonal elements and implications of NDEs.  

Smith (1991) suggested that the importance of individuals’ clinical deaths is second to 

their perception of events and the prevalent features surrounding their experiences. Smith 

maintained that the NDE label could be attached to any experience with the prevalent features of 

an NDE regardless of whether or not the experiencer is clinically dead. Greyson et al. (2009) 

seemed to agree with this view as evidenced by including the possibility that an NDEr can be 

“psychologically close to death” rather than solely physiologically near death. The psychological 

component in his definition seemed to suggest that NDEs could occur in a transpersonal realm 

outside of the confines of the clinical criteria for death. Therefore, Smith (1991) proposed that 

looking at the experiences’ prevalent features and the experiencers’ perceptions of the events 

was the most important source of information in the pursuit of an accurate definition or 

description of NDEs.  
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Contents of NDEs 

Common Features 

Researchers have identified many common features that NDErs report (Moody, 1975; 

Holden, Long, & MacLurg, 2009; Zingrone & Alvarado, 2009).  In Life After Life (Moody, 

1975), Moody discussed his findings after interviewing multiple individuals who claimed to have 

had an NDE. Among the commonly reported elements of NDEs he and other researchers since 

him have found are encountering an out-of-body experience, travel through a dark tunnel, 

meeting with spirits or dead relatives, a bright light or a being of light, a life review, and a 

decision to return to physical life (Brumm, 2006; Greyson, 1997, 1999; Greyson et al., 2009; 

Moody, 1975). Although NDE criteria are not limited to these aspects alone, they are among the 

features NDErs most frequently report. Other researchers align with these definitions stating, 

“NDEs [are] the reported memory of all impressions during a special state of consciousness, 

including specific elements such as out-of-body experience, pleasant feelings, and seeing a 

tunnel, a light, or deceased relatives, or a life review” (van Lommel, van Wees, Meyers, & 

Elfferich, 2001, p. 2040). 

In order to clarify more concretely the classification process of an NDE, Greyson (1983a) 

developed the Near-Death Experience Scale (NDE Scale). The NDE Scale is a 16-item scale that 

measures the features of NDEs on four subscales: cognitive, affective, paranormal, and 

transcendental. Greyson intended clinicians and researchers to use the Scale to distinguish the 

occurrence of an NDE “from organic brain syndromes and non-specific stress responses 

following close brushes with death” (Greyson, 1983a, p. 375). On the basis of a total score of 7 

or higher, NDE researchers can use the Scale to determine if an individual has experienced an 

NDE; subscales indicate what features an NDE included (Zingrone & Alvarado, 2009). 
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However, Greyson emphasized that using this instrument to dismiss the occurrence of an NDE in 

a therapeutic setting could be damaging and contraindicative to the goal of healing and 

integration. It seems the primary attempt in creating the NDE Scale was to stimulate evidence-

based research in the study of NDEs rather than to dismiss any experiences or limit legitimacy of 

the possible features that NDErs might report. Regardless of the number of criteria used to 

categorize NDEs, each feature encountered in such an experience can be extremely meaningful 

and life changing. 

NDErs frequently report meetings with spirits or other beings during their NDEs (Betty, 

2006). Betty explained that these occurrences frequently include an encounter with NDErs’ 

deceased loved ones. However, not all encounters of this type are with known spirits but can be 

characterized by visions of unknown spirits who seem to be present to greet NDErs (Betty, 

2006). Betty further discussed that vision encounters can vary according to the type of death or 

near-death circumstances of each individual. According to Betty, if individuals experience a slow 

death as in dying from cancer, they may be able to communicate with both deceased spirits and 

those individuals that are physically by their side. However, individuals who experience a near-

fatal accident may not have this simultaneous communication with spirits and the living. Betty 

asserted that the latter is a distinguishing feature of an NDE, whereas the former is a component 

of certain deaths rather than part of an NDE. Other researchers have termed these former 

experiences with various labels including deathbed visions and nearing-death awareness (NDA; 

Kircher, Callanan, & the IANDS Board of Directors, 2006). Further, Betty (2006) found that 

many spirits that NDErs encounter are frequently deceased figures from the NDErs’ past. 

Another feature of NDEs is encountering a bright or brilliant light (Greyson, 1999; 

Greyson et al., 2009; Ring & Valarino, 1998; Moody, 1975). Experiencers have reported 
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perceiving the light as some sort of being that greets them into a new realm and serves as their 

guide through the experience. According to Ring and Valarino (1998), encountering a bright 

light occurs in deeper stages of NDEs. Not all experiences have the same components, and 

researchers have addressed the subjective nature of this human experience and the variety within 

each NDE (Furn, 1987; Greyson, 1985, 1999).  

 In further attempts to define NDEs, researchers have categorized NDEs through stages, 

typology, and depth. Michael Sabom’s (1982) two- type categorization of NDEs was the first to 

appear in the near-death literature. In it, the autoscopic type referred to NDEs that involved an 

out-of-body experience in which NDErs see their bodies from an external position, and the 

transcendental type referred to passing completely into a nonmaterial realm. Greyson (1985) 

classified NDEs according to their components. In his study of 89 NDErs, he used the NDE 

Scale to measure different components of participants’ NDEs. Most of the experiences included 

in the study contained the transcendental, affective, and cognitive, but not the paranormal, 

component. In both of their studies, Sabom (1982) and Greyson (1985) found that the majority of 

individuals reported NDEs of the transcendental type. These experiences included “an apparently 

unearthly realm, a mystical being, and visible spirits and a barrier or point of no return” 

(Greyson, 1985, p. 968). 

Many NDErs report rather wonderful occurrences during their NDEs and frequently 

report an overwhelming sense of peace (Foster et al., 2009; Greyson & Bush, 1992; Moody, 

1975). These reports include encounters with beautiful landscapes, loving reunions with 

meaningful figures from their lives, and an overall joyful, calm feeling. Similarly, many NDErs 

experience feelings of happiness, understanding, and “cosmic unity” (Greyson & Bush, 1992, p. 

95). Although the majority of research has focused on NDErs who have had NDEs with these 
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pleasurable qualities, some researchers have found NDErs who have had different, less joyful 

experiences.  

While many NDErs report NDEs that are dominated by feelings of peace, joy, and love, 

some have describe distressing NDEs, dominated by feelings of terror, horror, guilt (Greyson & 

Bush, 1992). This type of NDE includes some hellish components acting as a terrifying 

interruption during a seemingly peaceful NDE. More terrifying components in these NDEs 

included desolate or hell-like landscapes, feelings of fear and isolation rather than unity, and 

visions of disturbing or frightening images. Many researchers agree that this type of NDE is far 

less common than pleasurable NDEs (Bush, 2009; Greyson & Bush, 1992, Ring & Valarino, 

1998). In a review of hospital-based studies in the past 23 years, Bush (2009) discussed that 

researchers conducting these studies reported no distressing NDEs in their findings. However,  

“12 other studies involving 1,369 experiencers produced accounts of 315 people who reported 

NDEs ranging from disturbing to terrifying or despairing” (Bush, 2009, p. 70). Experiencers who 

have had distressing or disturbing NDEs frequently question why they had this type of 

experience versus the pleasurable type that many NDErs report and are notoriously hesitant to 

talk about their experience (Bush, 2009). Bush elaborated that NDE researchers must employ 

questions that are designed to elicit responses from NDErs who have had pleasurable 

experiences as well as distressing experiences, not just one or the other. Further, Greyson and 

Bush (1992) discussed that the NDE measurement instruments may show bias against detecting 

the more frightening experiences. Further adding to the greater percentage of reported 

pleasurable NDEs is the hesitancy of experiencers who have had distressing NDEs to disclose or 

discuss their experiences (Bush, 2009).  
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Betty (2006) explained that some NDErs have reported having NDEs that are not 

prevailingly peaceful experiences but serve a healing purpose in their lives. According to Betty, 

during this category of NDE, NDErs are not overwhelmingly joyful or overwhelmingly fearful. 

This less common type of experience can still serve a significant purpose in NDErs’ lives. 

Changes occurring in NDErs’ lives after their experience can be positive and can occur 

extremely quickly. Some of the changes that can occur in these NDErs’ lives are similar to those 

aftereffects that pleasurable NDErs encounter (Groth-Marnat & Summers, 1998). 

The Reality of NDEs 

According to Brumm (2006), some NDE researchers have focused primarily on trying to 

authenticate and understand the actual experience. Historically, many individuals have treated 

NDEs as hallucinations and unreal events (Greyson, 1997). Some researchers have made 

arguments for the existence of NDEs in a nonmaterial realm. Betty (2006) suggested that the 

common characteristics of experiences that NDErs describe serve as an argument for the 

authentic existence of NDEs. Specifically, Betty discussed the prevalence of NDErs 

encountering dead relatives: “They are almost always spirits of the deceased” (Betty, 2006, p. 

40).  

 To further illustrate his point, Betty (2006) discussed instances where the nearly dying 

have visions of relatives whom, prior to their illness or accident, they did not know were dead. 

Van Lommel et al. (2001) presented physiological information to support the reality of NDEs. In 

their study, they interviewed individuals who were successfully resuscitated after cardiac arrest 

and reported having had an NDE. These researchers defined “clinical death as a period of 

unconsciousness caused by insufficient blood supply to the brain because of inadequate blood 

circulation, breathing, or both” (van Lommel et al., p. 2040). They maintained that due to the 
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absence of brain activity during periods of cardiac arrest, NDErs were not capable of generating 

hallucinations, which led to their findings that NDEs exist in some real way, perhaps in another 

realm.  

Other researchers have addressed the debate over the realness of NDEs through verifiable 

happenings that occur during the experience. Holden (2009) defined these veridical NDE 

perceptions as “any perception—visual, auditory, kinesthetic, olfactory, and so on—that a person 

reports having experienced during one’s NDE and that is later corroborated as having 

corresponded to consensus reality” (p. 186). Because these accounts are verified through non-

experiencers, they contribute to the “realness” or the objective reality of the NDE. NDErs who 

have veridical perceptions in their NDEs may feel more validated when disclosing their 

experience to significant others (Holden, 2009). Although research on substantiating the physical 

existence of or identifying criteria for NDEs is important to this field of study, equal in 

importance to proving the existence of NDEs in a physical, objective way is the importance of 

studying experiencers’ post-NDE lives and the aftereffects they encounter. 

Aftereffects of NDEs 

Although some researchers have focused their research on attempting to prove the reality 

of NDEs, many researchers maintain that studying the subjective elements that NDErs report are 

not only more obtainable but more important than trying to prove the reality of the experiences 

(Brumm, 2006; Greyson, 1997). NDEs can lead to psychological, spiritual, biological, and social 

changes (Greyson, 1997; Greyson et al., 2009; Noyes et al., 2009). NDEs have been associated 

with a changed view of both life and death (Foster et al. 2009, Greyson et al., 2009; Noyes et al., 

2009; van Lommel et al., 2001). Although NDEs are a subjective phenomenon, the aftereffects 
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are real, substantial, and life changing for those who have had such an experience (Noyes et al., 

2009).  

After NDEs, experiencers can encounter many different aftereffects that can lead to life 

transformations. Aftereffects can be both intra- and interpersonal. Intrapersonal aftereffects 

include all changes that occur within NDErs following their experiences. These changes include 

a transformed view of self; altered values, attitudes, and beliefs; newfound life purpose and 

appreciation; changed life/death outlook; and new or changed spirituality (Foster et al., 2009; 

Greyson et al., 2009).  Interpersonal aftereffects include social changes, relational changes, 

communication difficulties, and general difficulty conveying the meaningfulness of their 

experiences (Foster et al., 2009). 

Intrapersonal Aftereffects 

A salient aspect of intrapersonal NDE aftereffects is changes in the NDEr’s view of self.  

In her study about coping with stress after an NDE, Brumm (2006) measured changes in NDErs’ 

self-esteem and their general stress levels and senses of life purpose. All of the 18 participants in 

this study showed increases in areas of self-esteem, coping, contentment, and overall personal 

satisfaction. In their study of 53 NDErs, Groth-Marnat and Summers (1998) found that NDErs 

experienced greater reductions in anxiety and increases in self-esteem than did other participants 

who experienced “life-threatening incidents” (p. 110) without the features of an NDE. Further, 

Noyes et al. (2009) maintained that changes “involving the perception of self” (p. 45) were the 

most important and influential aftereffects of NDEs.  

Many researchers have found that NDErs experience a decreased fear of death after their 

NDEs (Brumm, 2006; Greyson, 1993, Groth-Marnat & Summers, 1998; van Lommel et al., 

2001). Van Lommel et al. (2001) reported that individuals who had NDEs experienced a 
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decreased fear of death and an increased belief in an afterlife. Every participant in Brumm’s 

(2006) study reported experiencing “a decreased fear of death and an increased sense of life 

purpose” (p. 158) after their NDEs. Groth-Marnat and Summers (1998) found that when 

compared to a control group of survivors of life-threatening incidents without NDEs, NDErs 

showed decreased anxiety about death. Further, Groth-Marnat and Summers suggested that 

participants’ aftereffects were correlated more strongly with the actual NDE than with exposure 

to a life-threatening situation.  

NDErs frequently report that they experience changes in their personal attitudes, values, 

and beliefs as a result of their NDEs. In a comprehensive analysis of NDE literature and 

research, Foster et al. (2009) found multiple studies in which NDErs felt increased compassion, 

purposefulness, and open-mindedness after their NDEs. In her study of 51 NDErs, Musgrave 

(1997) found that in addition to helpfulness, NDErs reported feeling an increase in all the 

aforementioned areas.  

Many researchers have also found that NDEs frequently lead to changes in experiencers’ 

religious, spiritual, or philosophical outlooks (Furn, 1987, Greyson et al., 2009). These changes 

can be a complete change from nonreligious to religious or from one religion to another. Most 

frequently reported is a shift from religious to spiritual. This shift includes less focus on the 

ceremonial aspects of religion and more of a focus on universal spirituality and oneness with 

something greater than oneself. Increased spirituality can include experiencers feeling a greater 

connectedness to a higher power than prior to their NDE. According to Furn (1987), features of 

spiritual change are “… a more serene or peaceful demeanor, less interest in material things, 

greater appreciation of and need for solitude, and a focus on the values of love, compassion, and 

giving” (p. 9).  
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Some aftereffects of NDEs can be difficult for NDErs to understand and process. Furn 

(1987) discussed the sense of loss that NDErs may experience after “having to relinquish the 

incredible beauty and peace encountered in the other world” (p. 8). After the tranquility of an 

NDE, experiencers may feel less satisfied with their current realities. The mourning that NDErs 

may experience after losing the world they encountered during their NDEs can lead experiencers 

to feel extreme sorrow or depression (Furn, 1987, Noyes, 1980). Furn discussed that the 

depression that NDErs experience is different from the typical description of depression in the 

DSM-IV-TR (American Psychological Association, 2000). Contributing to post-NDE depression 

can be experiencers’ feelings of isolation due to the uniqueness of their experience. These 

feelings of depression and isolation can be magnified if NDErs’ significant others respond to 

disclosures with disbelief or cynicism (Ring & Valarino, 1998).  

Regarding NDErs’ feelings of anger and disappointment after their NDEs, Greyson 

(1997) discussed the potential for NDErs to feel angry about being returned to the physical world 

from the profound, peaceful realm they encountered during their NDEs. He discussed that 

NDErs may feel they were returned unwillingly and would have preferred to stay in the serene 

domain they encountered in their NDEs. Many NDErs have reported feeling a sense of 

unconditional love and acceptance during their experiences. Upon their return to the physical 

world, experiencers may feel anger and disappointment about the conditions they encounter from 

significant others (Greyson, 1997). Ring and Valarino (1998) discussed the intense emotional 

reaction NDErs may have regarding their return from the fantastic world in their NDEs to their 

ordinary lives. Due to feeling unaccepted or misunderstood by their significant others, NDErs 

may feel isolated and further resentful that something forced them to return to the suffering and 

limitations of this world. 
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NDErs have reported some aftereffects that researchers discuss less commonly in NDE 

literature. Greyson and Leister (2004) found that 80% of the participants in their study 

experienced auditory hallucinations for extended periods after their NDEs. Further, the study 

showed that the majority of participants who had experienced auditory hallucinations perceived 

them as positive and comforting rather than disturbing. When compared to non-NDErs who 

experienced auditory hallucinations, NDErs reported welcoming the auditory perceptions, which 

they said helped them recall their NDEs (Greyson & Liester, 2004). Morse and Perry (1992) 

discussed other aftereffects in their study of 400 NDErs including decreased psychosomatic 

complaints such as stomachaches and headaches. They also found that some NDErs have 

increased psychic ability and can predict specific events that will take place (Morse & Perry, 

1992). 

Although most NDErs perceive their NDEs as prevailingly positive, some NDErs 

encounter more distressing or disturbing circumstances during their experiences. Features of 

distressing NDEs include demonic visions and feelings of confusion, fear, isolation, and guilt. 

After a distressing NDE, many of the aftereffects that NDErs experience are similar to their 

feelings during their NDEs (Bush, 2002). Distressing NDErs tend to isolate themselves and carry 

their feelings of loneliness experienced during their NDEs with them back into their physical 

existence. Experiencers who had disturbing NDEs also have a greater likelihood of experiencing 

posttraumatic stress disorder aftereffects as a result of their NDEs (Greyson & Bush, 1992). Bush 

(2009) reported that researchers conducting interviews with NDErs frequently find that 

individuals who have encountered distressing NDEs may express an initial willingness to discuss 

their experiences then “disappear” (p. 70) when further discussion is going to take place.  

Interpersonal Aftereffects 
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Van Lommel et al. (2001) found that post-NDE, experiencers felt more loving and 

accepting toward others in their lives. Further, van Lommel et al. found that NDErs were 

generally more socially aware than they had been prior to their NDEs. Unfortunately, NDErs 

may not receive equal acceptance from others, especially when revealing or discussing their 

NDEs. This lack of acceptance may be even more difficult for NDErs, because their increased 

love and acceptance is not reciprocated from significant others. Although this original aftereffect 

is positive, the damage done in relationships as a result of these differing responses is 

considerable. However, according to Greyson (1997), friends and family members of NDErs 

might expect increased understanding, serenity, and forgiveness from NDErs at all times. When 

NDErs do not live up to these unrealistic expectations of behavior, their friends and family may 

feel irritated and disappointed, thereby deepening the strain on their post-NDE relationships 

(Ring, 1995).  

Many experiencers find it difficult to relate to the people in their lives who have not had 

the same experience and find it difficult to communicate the meaningfulness of the event (Furn, 

1987).  Moody (1975) found a defining feature of NDEs was NDErs’ feelings of exasperation 

and frustration when trying to disclose their experiences. Difficulty communicating the event’s 

significance can lead NDErs to feel emotionally isolated from significant relationships. NDErs 

may withdraw and distance themselves socially due to their “fear of being thought crazy” (Furn, 

1987, p. 8).  Similarly, significant others may find it difficult to understand what NDErs have 

encountered and the changes that they might undergo as a result. 

According to various reports, disclosing an NDE is a critical concern for experiencers. 

NDErs have discussed elevated levels of fear regarding disclosing their experience to family 

members, attributing their perceived fears to concerns of possible rejection and judgment among 
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their perceived fear (Greyson, 1997; Hoffman, 1995; Insinger, 1991). In his study of 11 NDErs 

and their family members, Insinger (1991) found that the attitudes with which NDErs’ 

disclosures are met strongly impact NDErs’ functioning and ability to successfully or 

unsuccessfully carry on healthy interpersonal relationships. He discovered that most of his 

participants had difficulty and elevated fear about disclosing their experiences to their families. 

Many experiencers reported that they disclosed their NDEs to their family members and never 

talked about it again after their initial disclosures. This exclusion can be extremely harmful to 

NDErs’ ability to integrate the aftereffects of their NDEs into their lives. However, not 

discussing NDEs with family members can put a significant strain on the relationships and be 

very hurtful to the NDErs (Insinger, 1991). In their review of 30 years of NDE research, Foster et 

al. (2009) discussed four different studies in which results showed increased rates of divorce or 

spousal relationship termination after one of the individuals in the relationship experienced an 

NDE. One limitation in Insinger’s study was that many of the participants had preexisting 

strained relationships with their family members, which seemed to make healthy, successful 

disclosure even more improbable. 

Greyson (1994) reported that many NDErs demonstrate different behaviors after their 

experiences. Frequently, NDErs experience a change in their desire for material objects. After 

their NDEs, experiencers report seeing “themselves as integral parts of a benevolent and 

purposeful universe, in which personal gain, especially at another’s expense, is no longer 

relevant” (Greyson, 1994). Others may see this change in behavior as NDErs isolating 

themselves or withdrawing from relationships. In reality, behavioral changes after NDEs are 

usually indications of value changes and personal reflection. However, Greyson (1997) discussed 

that NDErs who do not thoroughly process and cope with their experiences are more likely to 
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display posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) symptoms such as “recurrent distressing dreams of 

the event and psychological distress and physiological reactivity to exposure to cues that 

symbolize the event” (p. 329).  

NDErs have also reported that significant others, including healthcare providers, have 

considered them mentally ill after their NDE disclosure. 

All of the intra- and interpersonal aftereffects that NDErs encounter, including those 

perceived as positive and negative, can alter the course of experiencers’ lives. Further, these 

changes can seem even more overwhelming to both NDErs and their significant others due to the 

speed at which they occurred (Groth-Marnat & Summers, 1998). Because NDErs can return to 

the physical world with completely changed worldview after only a few moments, the changes 

can seem even more intense and overwhelming. Due to the significant transformations that are 

associated with NDEs, these experiences are a necessary focus of therapeutic attention in order 

to help experiencers process and adjust to their new life changes and insights. Further, 

researchers have posed questions regarding what determines a positive or negative perception of 

one’s NDE (Noyes et al., 2009). However, disclosing an NDE may be difficult due to the 

unknown reception the disclosure may receive from helping professionals. 

Occurrences of NDEs 

 Another significant area of NDE research is the investigating and reporting of the 

occurrences of NDEs. Holden et al. (2009) reported that NDE researchers have published 

multiple studies that present NDE occurrences in individuals with varying demographics, 

including age, sex, race and ethnicity, and socioeconomic status.  

 Individuals ranging from very young children to very old adults have reported NDEs. In 

their retrospective study, Fenwick and Fenwick (1995) found 9% of the more than 350 NDE 
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reports they reviewed occurred in children 10 years of age and younger. Holden et al. (2009) 

discussed that younger individuals may be more likely to report their NDEs, because they are 

less aware of the potential to be “judged mentally ill” (Holden et al., 2009, p. 113). Reported 

NDEs, despite the age of the experiencer, tend to share similar content. 

 In retrospective studies, NDE researchers (Groth-Marnat and Summers, 1998) have found 

that men and women have equally reported NDEs. As with age, the sex of NDErs does not seem 

to influence drastically the features within their NDEs (Holden et al., 2009). Van Lommel et al. 

(2001) found that the depth of the experience may differ between men and women, but overall, 

reported NDES shared similar content.  

 According to Holden et al. (2009), NDE research regarding race and ethnicity and 

socioeconomic status is lacking. However, NDE researchers have reported finding NDE 

occurrences in various ethnic groups including but not limited to European Americans, African 

Americans, and Asian Americans (Holden et al., 2009). One study reported the size of NDErs 

communities and type of occupation. Although studies regarding correlations between NDE 

occurrences and social class, race or ethnicity, evidence shows that individuals have reported 

NDEs from all of these areas. Again, research shows no significant differences among reported 

NDEs based on any of the afore mentioned demographics (Holden et al., 2009).  

Knowledge and Attitudes about NDEs in Helping Professions 

Assessing individuals’ knowledge and attitudes toward NDEs is an important area of 

study for multiple reasons. Although many NDErs perceive the aftereffects of their experiences 

positively, the need to process and communicate about the experience is not only beneficial but 

also necessary to their functioning. Greyson and Liester (2004) reported that NDErs who had 

received some form of support, such as participation in NDE support groups, seemed to have 
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more positive views about their NDEs and their aftereffects. Unfortunately, not all NDErs 

receive support after their experiences, and many times their reports are met with disbelief and 

skepticism. These reactions from friends or family can be harmful to NDErs and can negatively 

influence their personal perception and integration of their NDEs. Upon revealing their NDEs, 

many NDErs report negative reactions from significant others but also from helping 

professionals. According to Brumm (2006), 

many experiencers have reported that sharing their experience with caretakers often 

engendered skeptical or dismissive responses, and added to their physical recovery the 

burden of trying to deal with personally significant, but externally unwelcome 

experiences. If caretakers can view an NDE as significant and ultimately beneficial for 

the patient, regardless of their own personal feelings about its validity, they can perhaps 

ease the patient’s awkwardness at relating such an experience, and help him or her in the 

healing process. (p. 172) 

NDErs may find integrating their experience into their lives a difficult and isolating process. Due 

to the life changing nature of NDEs, many experiencers have difficulty adjusting to their post-

experience life and find that value changes occurring after NDEs affect their relationships with 

significant others. Therefore, it is important that a venue to process these life changes be 

available to NDErs. 

Greyson (1997) discussed that negative reactions from friends or professionals may cause 

NDErs not to seek help to process their NDEs. He further reported that most NDErs adjust to 

their profound experience without any help or support, which can further distance them from 

their interpersonal relationships. Even the fear of potential rejection from significant others may 

be enough to prevent NDErs from disclosing or discussing their experiences. Walker (1989) 
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found that some NDErs had kept their experiences undisclosed for over 10 years. Due to a lack 

of knowledge about NDEs, NDErs might worry that others will label and dismiss their 

experience as a hallucination. Regina Hoffman (1995a) elaborated on the expectation of 

disclosure as potentially negative for NDErs. Further, she investigated why many NDErs never 

report their experiences and what could help them feel more inclined to disclose this life-

changing event. She found that NDErs felt most compelled to discuss the aftereffects of their 

NDE and the impact it had on their personal functioning and interpersonal relationships. Further, 

many NDErs wanted to understand the deeper meaning of their NDEs in order to integrate it 

completely into their lives (Hoffman, 1995a). However, many NDErs still feel hesitant to reveal 

their experiences due to the reactions, whether imagined or factual, that they may receive.  

NDErs may feel isolated due to their sudden and significant changes in values and 

beliefs, which their families and friends have not experienced. Even when met with acceptance, 

NDErs may still feel distant from previously close relationships, finding it extremely difficult to 

convey the meaningfulness of their experience and the changes they have undergone (Greyson, 

1997). Moody (1975) discussed that NDErs have difficulty even finding the words to describe 

accurately their experiences and, therefore, do not attempt to try. Hoffman (1995b) found that 

NDErs experience significant turmoil when debating about whether or not to divulge their 

experience. She further explained the impact of the reactions of the individuals to whom 

experiencers disclose their NDEs.  

Assessments of Knowledge and Attitudes toward NDEs 

Because nurses are frequently among the first to learn of an individual’s NDE, Thornburg 

(1988) developed an instrument to measure nurses’ knowledge and attitudes about NDEs in 

1988. Thornburg named the instrument the Near-Death Phenomena Knowledge and Attitudes 
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Questionnaire (KAQ) and included three scales: a 23-item Knowledge scale, a 23-item Attitude 

toward Near-Death Phenomena scale, and a 20-item Attitude toward Patient Care scale. 

Thornburg (1988) determined content validity of this instrument by submitting it to experts in the 

fields of psychology, sociology, and nursing. She conducted a factor analysis on her Attitude 

toward Near-Death Phenomena scale to determine construct validity. Factors for this scale were 

(a) reporting NDEs, (b) factors influencing or affecting care, (c) psychological implications of 

NDEs, and (d) patient care activities surrounding NDEs. She eliminated six items because they 

did not fit into any of the determined factors, leaving 23. She tested the instrument on registered 

nurses in different crisis-related units of a large hospital and consulted professionals in the fields 

of psychology, sociology, and medicine to determine appropriate items. Calculating Cronbach’s 

alpha to determine internal consistency of each subscale, Thornburg (1988) found .83, .84, and 

.81, respectively (Thornburg, 1988, p. 227), reflecting acceptable internal consistency. Most of 

the individuals conducting research about knowledge and attitude toward NDEs used this 

instrument in their studies.  

Nurses and physicians. Many times, the first opportunity that NDErs have to talk about 

their experiences is with the nurses and physicians that helped revive them. Revelation of an 

NDE can be an anxiety provoking experience due to the impact of the NDE, NDErs trying to 

make sense of this phenomenon, and their notions about how their revelation will be received. 

Walker (1989) found that NDErs are most likely to choose nurses as the first individuals to tell 

about their NDE. She discussed those individuals who had the opportunity to process their NDEs 

with an accepting professional experienced greater success in integrating their experiences into 

their lives. She further reported the following behavior that nurses should demonstrate regarding 

an NDE disclosure. 
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Giving the patient assurance, whether conscious or unconscious; attentively listening to 

any near-death accounts expressed by the patient; maintaining a nonjudgmental attitude 

toward the alleged account; medically charting the event; consoling the patient and 

family that these reported accounts are common; and observing changes in patient 

behavior following the near-death event. (Walker, 1989, p. 65) 

Some studies show that many nurses and physicians are not highly knowledgeable about 

NDEs but still report a desire to be accepting of their patients’ experiences. Walker (1989) 

reported that individuals, specifically nurses, who had greater knowledge about NDEs, 

demonstrated more accepting and supportive attitudes toward NDErs. Regardless of one’s factual 

knowledge about NDEs, portraying a nonjudgmental attitude is imperative when experiencers 

disclose their NDEs.  

In a survey of 60 hospice nurses, Barnett (1991) found that many of the participants had 

worked with NDErs prior to the study. On the knowledge subscale, Barnett assigned one-point 

for each correct answer and no points for incorrect responses. Only half – 32 participants – had 

sufficient knowledge about NDEs, which she defined as 12 points or higher on the KAQ 

knowledge scale. To assess the nurses’ attitudes toward NDEs and caring for NDErs as patients, 

Barnett employed a five-point scale for each item on both scales. Every participant proved to 

have a positive attitude toward NDEs, scoring 69 or higher out of a possible 115-points on the 

attitude toward near-death phenomena scale and 60 or higher out of a possible 100-points on the 

attitude toward patient care scale. Further, participants reported that they were not frightened by 

NDEs and understood the necessity for NDErs to disclose their experiences to accepting 

individuals. The majority of the participants indicated that an educational resource about NDEs 

would be beneficial in their profession.  
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In 1994, Moore conducted a study to assess 143 physicians’ knowledge about and 

attitudes toward NDEs (Moore, 1994). Using Thornburg’s (1988) KAQ, Moore found that only 

16% of the participants adequately met the criteria for sufficient knowledge about NDEs (Moore, 

1994). When evaluating the attitude subscale, Moore found that a 65% majority of participants 

revealed positive attitudes toward NDEs. Participants in this study also indicated a desire to learn 

more about NDEs, and many stated they would participate in a continuing education program 

pertaining to NDEs. Some participants even suggested that instructors should dedicate some time 

to the study of NDEs during medical school courses.  

Sheeler (2005) discussed the importance of including near-death studies in medical 

school curricula. He proposed that the inclusion of NDE information would not only prepare 

future doctors to work with this unique phenomenon but would also increase their 

professionalism. He believed this professionalism stemmed from the nature of NDEs as “a 

watershed area where scientific and psychological/spiritual realms interface” (Sheeler, 2005, p. 

240). In his study, Sheeler studied the inclusion of NDE information in a medical school course. 

The NDE components that the instructor provided in the class included general information 

about NDEs and their features and a testimonial from an NDEr. Researchers placed medical 

students in groups and gave them questions to discuss. The specific goal of the researcher was to 

create a collegial environment in which medical professionals could discuss freely different 

views toward a unique phenomenon. This exposure not only helped to better inform medical 

students about NDEs but generally prepared them to have a more accepting bedside manner as 

they work with patients who have unique perspectives about life, spirituality, and science. 

Overall, participants reported that the experience was not only beneficial for working with 
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patients but in working with colleagues as well. One can only assume that the same inclusion in 

mental healthcare training programs would be beneficial.  

Clergy. Due to the many spiritual and religious aftereffects of NDEs, clergy serve as 

another resource to which NDErs turn for disclosure and processing of their experience. In their 

study of 320 clergy, Bechtel, Chen, Pierce, and Walker (1992) used the KAQ (Thornburg, 1988) 

to assess their participants’ knowledge and attitudes about NDEs.  

 Bechtel et al.’s (1992) study showed that the majority of participants lacked accurate 

knowledge about NDEs, with a mean score of 7.8 out of 18, even though many reported that they 

had counseled parishioners who had disclosed NDEs. This lack of knowledge was also reflected 

on the attitude subscale that showed a “moderately positive attitude” (Betchel et al., 1992, p. 

161) with a mean score of 49 out of 85. They also found that more than 50% of the surveyed 

clergy members reported that they would participate in an educational program about NDEs. 

Many participants recognized the spiritual and religious implications of NDEs and were open to 

learning more about this phenomenon.  

Mental Health Professionals. In their pursuit to determine psychologists’ knowledge 

and attitudes toward NDEs, Walker and Russell (1989) modified Thornburg’s KAQ. In addition 

to adding a general information section, their modifications included renaming Thornburg’s 

scales with the following headings:  Section B: Cognitive – previously the Knowledge Scale; 

Section C: Affective – previously the Attitude toward Near-Death Phenomena Scale; and Section 

D: Professional – previously the Attitude toward Care Scale (Walker & Russell, 1989). 

Revisions that Walker and Russell made to the KAQ’s Affective section (KAQ-A) included 

replacing the word nurse with the word psychologist and the word patient with the word client. 

participants scored relatively low on the knowledge subscale. However, they did prove more 
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knowledgeable about NDErs’ feelings of peace and encounters with a being of light after 

transcending through a dark tunnel. The study revealed higher participant scores on the attitude 

portion of the instrument. The researchers found that participants who scored higher on the 

knowledge portion of the assessment were among those who scored the highest on the attitudes 

subscale. Researchers hypothesized that scores in this study were lower due to confusion about 

an accurate definition of NDEs that the researcher discussed earlier in this chapter. 

In reviewing the professional literature, the Walker and Russell (1989) study was the only 

study pertaining to Mental Health Professionals’ knowledge and attitudes toward NDEs.  I did 

not find any articles specifically regarding professional or student counselors’ knowledge or 

attitudes about NDEs. However, according to the American Counseling Association’s (ACA’s) 

ethical code (ACA, 2005), counselors are responsible for gaining the appropriate knowledge, 

skills training, and personal awareness in working with diverse clients and presenting issues. In 

their ethical standards, the ACA (2005) highlighted that counselors practice in “areas … only 

after appropriate education [and] training” (p. 9). The ACA further stated, 

Counselors recognize the need for continuing education to acquire and maintain 

a reasonable level of awareness of current scientific and professional 

information in their fields of activity. They take steps to maintain competence 

in the skills they use, are open to new procedures, and keep current with the 

diverse populations and specific populations with whom they work. (p. 9)  

As this passage indicates, professional standards call counselors to obtain necessary 

knowledge to effectively help the clients with whom they work. Although trained counselors 

likely have the necessary skills for working with a diverse clientele, gaining additional 

knowledge about specific concerning issues, including NDEs, can increase counselors’ helping 
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potential. Out of their review of 30 years of NDE research, Foster et al. (2009) outlined some 

general guidelines for mental health practitioners to adhere to when working with NDErs. These 

guidelines call providers to  

provide a safe, nonjudgmental environment in which clients can freely discuss their 

experiences and emotions surrounding their NDEs,…avoid projection [of one’s own] 

value system,…normalize the experience for clients without taking away the uniqueness 

of the NDE,…[and] assist clients with integrating their NDEs into their daily lives. (p. 

250)   

 Regina Hoffman (1995a; 1995b) discussed the importance of self-disclosure among 

NDErs. From her interviews of 50 NDErs, Hoffman reported some of the specific needs that 

NDErs encounter after their experiences. She (1995b) asked experiencers about environments in 

and circumstances under which they would feel comfortable disclosing and discussing their 

NDEs. Among the behaviors and qualities they identified are listeners who have an open mind 

and are willing to “think seriously about death and beyond” (Hoffman, 1995b, p. 40). Hoffman 

further described listener qualities that, according to experiencers, discouraged complete 

disclosure and were unhelpful. These qualities included listeners’ tendency to respond too 

quickly or frequently, to become overly competitive with narratives of other “strange” 

occurrences, or to appear shallow in their comprehension of death or NDEs. Therefore, one can 

assume that for NDErs to have their disclosure needs met effectively in a mental health setting, 

the helper/listener must have a reasonable understanding of NDEs, NDE aftereffects and 

implications, and genuine empathy and understanding for NDErs.  The extent to which 

counselors already hold such knowledge and attitudes is an unknown and important area of 

study.  
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Instrument Development 

The primary goal of psychological assessments is to measure respondents’ traits that are 

not objectively observable (Abell, Springer, & Kamata, 2009). When developing assessment 

instruments, it is important to establish validity and reliability data through statistical analysis. 

Instrument design and validation through psychometric properties is a complex process that 

begins with a well-defined understanding of the targeted audience, instrument goals, and clear 

constructs. Assessment instrument researchers have developed a series of generally accepted 

steps to construct a valid, reliable, and useful instrument (Abell et al., 2009; Clark & Watson, 

1995; Crocker & Algina, 1986; Springer, Abell, and Hudson, 2002) In their book, Developing 

and Assessing Rapid Assessment Instruments, Abell et al. (2009) outlined the necessary 

components in instrument design, study design, and reliability and validity establishment. They 

divided instrument construction into three broad stages: instrument design, study design, and 

instrument validation. Within each stage they presented essential tasks for scale developers to 

accomplish in order to create a reliable and valid instrument.  

Assessment Instrument Design 

The first step in instrument design is determining what the assessment intends to 

measure.  According to Springer et al. (2002), successfully determining and defining the 

constructs of interest will impact a rapid assessment instrument’s (RAI) face and content 

validity. They defined face validity as the extent to which an instrument achieves what it asserts 

it can measure. They defined content validity as a measure’s ability to “conform to the 

definitional boundaries of its domains” (Abell et al., 2009, p. 45). RAI users typically employ a 

scale that intends to measure a generally unseen or unobservable characteristic. Developing the 

primary construct involves identifying specific areas of “personal, professional, and social 
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relevance” (Abell et al., 2009, p. 17). Scale developers elaborate on the primary construct by 

identifying attributes and components that are more observable than the initial construct. An 

important consideration in scale creation is for developers to attend to personal bias when 

identifying constructs in order to prevent those biases from influencing the final product. 

The next step in instrument design is to determine the best format of and intended 

population for the instrument (Abell et al., 2009; Springer et al., 2002). To accomplish this task, 

assessment creators decide who will complete the instrument, who will administer the 

instrument, and where instrument completion will occur. Instruments are usually intended for 

one of two types of completion options: self-completion or observer completion (Springer et al., 

2002). The type of instrument will determine whether the scale creator will write items in first or 

second person. When considering instrument type, creators must consider the target population’s 

ability to accurately identify the construct or characteristic reflected in the chosen format. 

Further, scale developers should consider the potential environment in which their intended 

audience will complete the measurement as it may influence language and length choices in item 

construction and instruction development.  

Next, scale developers determine the format of the measurement. In this step, creators 

must make choices that reflect the desired dimensionality of the instrument, meaning how many 

factors the scale will measure (Abell et al., 2009). With the dimensions in mind, developers 

brainstorm and create potential items. When constructing items, creators make choices that 

consider various reading and developmental abilities, different cultures and languages, and 

targeted age groups (Abell et al., 2009; Springer et al., 2002).  Springer et al. (2002) instructed 

developers to generate a wide variety of items while staying focused on the primary construct. 

They suggested that scale creators review relevant literature both to determine scale 
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dimensionality and item necessity. When developing items, one should remain focused on the 

targeted construct while thoroughly representing it.  

During all of the previously discussed steps, Abell et al. (2009) encouraged RAI 

developers to remain mindful of face and content validity requirements. One of the most 

important and critical steps in instrument development is using expert reviewers and focus 

groups (Abell et al., 2009; Clark & Watson, 1991; Springer et al., 2002). Submitting factors and 

items to a panel of experts is one way to improve the instrument before final review. Focus group 

members can help improve an assessment’s content – construct bearing, item and construct 

relatedness, and item relevance – and quality – wording, grammar, and readability (Springer, 

2002). Assessment developers can collect expert review feedback in either verbal or written 

formats. Because focus groups are crucial in the early stages of scale development, creators must 

use their professional judgment and empirical evidence regarding what feedback to accept and 

what feedback to disregard.   

The next step in the instrument design stage is making item construction choices 

regarding response options and item wording and content. In item construction, RAI developers 

must determine the format of and response options for the items. Abell et al. (2009) and Springer 

et al. (2002) discussed four options for RAIs: switch, magnitude, frequency, and duration. They 

outlined dichotomies, Likert-type scales, and semantic differentials as the three most commonly 

used response options for assessment instruments. Abell et al. (2009) encouraged RAI creators to 

make item response choices based on the potential variability and need to capture slight 

differences among respondents. Specifically regarding Likert-scales, they suggested that a 

broader response range can improve scale reliability and sensitivity. Finally, RAI developers 

must remain mindful of the potential impact of the language they use in their items. For example, 
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using emotionally evocative language may sway respondents’ perceptions of their experiences 

and, therefore, the way they respond to an item. Abell et al. (2009) encouraged instrument 

constructors to minimize strong language in order to get an honest assessment of respondents’ 

reactions to scale items. 

Study Design 

According to Abell et al. (2009), the second stage in instrument development is study 

design. Conducting a study of a newly developed RAI provides initial reliability and validity 

information. The first step in study design is considering the sample needed. According to Abell 

et al. (2009), the sample that RAI constructors choose for their studies should be relevant to the 

instrument, meaning they should represent a sample of individuals for whom an instrument is 

intended. Other sampling considerations presented by Abell et al. (2009) included recruiting 

options, sample size needs, and respondent qualities. Although a literature review yielded 

multiple guidelines for sample size requirements, Abell et al. (2009) suggested 200 – 300 

participants in order to conduct an exploratory factor analysis.  

The next step in study design is composing all of the data collection instruments, 

including a notice of informed consent, a demographics questionnaire, and an initial version of 

the assessment. Other considerations in study design include choices about the sequencing of 

items. According to Comrey (1988), randomizing the placement of items leads to the most 

adequate tests of facture structure and internal consistency. Specifically, assuring that items 

intended for the same construct are randomly separated leads to explaining a shared factor rather 

than being explained away due to close placement on the instrument (Abell et al., 2009).  

Planning for data collection is the final step in study design before data collection finally 

occurs. In this step scale constructors consider the cost of their study and the need – or not – for 
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multiple investigators or research associates. Most RAI studies can be completed rather cheaply. 

However, instrument developers must guarantee ethical behavior if utilizing recruitment 

incentives, such as financial compensation (Abell et al., 2009). Because most instrument 

development studies can be conducted with an individual investigator, at times, the need arises to 

use additional associates. When utilizing multiple investigators, the initial assessment constructor 

must assure that additional research associates are properly trained about the methods and 

procedures of the study. 

Instrument Validation 

When conducting a psychometric study on an assessment, the two major properties of 

interest are reliability and validity. Springer et al. (2002) defined reliability as the extent to which 

an instrument consistently performs and produces similar results through multiple 

administrations (p. 422). Abell et al. (2009) defined face validity as the extent to which an 

instrument achieves what it asserts it can measure and content validity as a measure’s ability to 

“conform to the definitional boundaries of its domains” (p. 45).   

For self-reporting instruments, Springer et al. (2002) discussed three methods of 

establishing reliability: consistency over time (test-retest), internal consistency (split-half), and 

internal consistency (coefficient alpha). Test-retest involves administering the same instrument 

to the same people twice with a portion of time, usually allowing one or two weeks, allowed in 

between the two administrations. Test-retest is represented by Pearson product movement 

correlations (Abell et al., 2009). The correlation between the two total scores is an estimate of 

scale consistency and stability. 

With test-retest reliability, the researcher is hoping to see similar scores from the two 

different scale administrations. One limitation of this method is the possibility of change 
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occurring for the participant during the interval of time between the two completion dates. 

However, shortening the time interval introduces the possibility that the respondent might 

complete the instrument for the second time based on memory rather than true self-reporting 

(Abell et al., 2009).  

The next method Springer et al. (2002) discussed is the reliability estimate of internal 

consistency. One measure of internal consistency is the split-half method. With this method, 

scale developers are focused on finding how items relate to larger content domains. Instrument 

constructors can split a scale in half and administer each half to a group of participants and 

calculate a total score for each half. The correlation between the two total scores is an estimate of 

scale reliability.  

Another commonly used measure of internal consistency is coefficient alpha (Abell et al., 

2009). This method “estimates how much the covariances between items account for the 

variance of the total test scores” (Abell et al., 2009, p. 85). Further, coefficient alpha calculates 

the mean of all split-half correlations and shows the positive intercorrelations of items 

comprising the scale (Springer et al., 2002). Cronbach’s alpha is one measurement of internal 

consistency and one of the most widely used and accepted statistics in social science research 

(Cortina, 1993).  

The next psychometric property of interest is establishing validity. Validity is concerned 

with the constructs or factor that an assessment intends to measure. The developers’ hope in 

establishing validity is that the test scores confirm the original intentions of the items as related 

to the initial factors. Instrument developers can establish validity through multiple methods such 

as face and content validity, criterion-related validity, construct validity, and factor analysis 

(Springer et al., 2002).  
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According to Abell et al. (2009), face validity is the initial method of validation. 

Essentially, face validity refers to an instrument’s ability to appear to measure what it claims to 

measure. Content validity delves deeper into the items that comprise an instrument and, more 

specifically, the constructs. Content validity is based in expert judgment about construct and item 

relevance. Choosing proper experts based on their knowledge of the area of study and their 

understanding of the psychometric tasks involved is critical for instrument development. Abell et 

al. (2009) asserted that 6 to 10 experts are sufficient for a panel. Expert input can come in both 

qualitative and quantitative forms. However, Abell et al. (2009) encouraged instrument 

developers to avoid attempting extensive data analysis of expert feedback due to the small 

sample size.  

Another method of determining validity is through factor analysis. Factor analysis 

identifies how and which items bunch together in regard to specific constructs or factors. Factor 

analysis also yields how many factors are necessary to explain item relationships (Springer et al., 

2002). Instrument developers can choose either a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) or an 

exploratory factor analysis (EFA). EFA is appropriate when instrument developers wish to 

determine the appropriate number of factors in the instrument and to see if the factors are 

correlated. Further, an EFA should be conducted when there is an underrepresentation of such 

instruments in relevant literature. Developers should conduct a CFA when they have a 

hypothesis regarding factor presence and the relationship between items and constructs.  

Construct validity is the method focused on the relationship of variables to other 

variables (Springer et al., 2002).  Construct validity is determined through convergent and 

discriminant validation. In establishing construct validity, developers establish theories regarding 

variable correlations. Convergent validity evaluates if a construct correlates with the proposed 
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theorized variables (Springer et al., 2002). Discriminant construct validity is used to confirm that 

theoretically unrelated variables are indeed uncorrelated.  

Criterion-related validity is the final method outlined by Springer et al. (2002). The two 

types of criterion-related validity are concurrent and predictive. Concurrent validity can be 

accomplished in two ways: known instrument and know groups. Known instrument concurrent 

validity occurs by comparing a new instrument with an already existing and established 

instrument. The assumption is that scores from the new instrument and the established 

instrument will be similar. Known group concurrent validity is established by submitting a new 

instrument to subjects sharing a particular group membership or quality (Abell et al., 2009). 

Specifically, the shared membership/quality would represent a construct of interest in the 

instrument. Instrument developers would then submit the assessment to a group of individuals 

who do not represent the construct of interest. Known group validity is established in the 

distinction between the scores of the two groups. Instrument creators use predictive criterion 

validity to predict some behavior will occur in the future. Scales qualifying for this type of 

analysis follow participants for a duration of time in order to correlate the scale with some 

predicted outcome (Springer et al., 2002).  

Purpose of the Study 

 The primary purpose of this study is to develop an instrument that will assess individuals’ 

knowledge and attitudes about NDEs. Another objective of this study is to establish reliability 

and validity data regarding the complete instrument, including subscale categories and each 

individual item. A final purpose of this study is to provide the fields of NDE studies and mental 

health studies with an empirically based instrument that they can utilize to assess the effect of 
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various NDE education and continuing education interventions on participants’ knowledge and 

attitudes. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

 The purpose of this study was to develop an instrument to measure the knowledge and 

attitudes of health professionals (HPs) regarding near-death experiences (NDEs). Although 

Thornburg (1988) developed such an instrument, information about NDEs has advanced 

considerably during the more than two decades since she developed it, and many NDE experts 

now consider it outdated. In addition, her instrument targeted only nurses. Therefore, an up-to-

date instrument intended to measure the full range of HPs’ knowledge about and attitudes toward 

NDEs based on up-to-date, empirically-based information about NDEs does not exist. An 

updated and effective instrument is an important contribution that will enable NDE researchers 

to understand more accurately varying beliefs and dispositions among HPs and how education 

and continuing education interventions affect those beliefs and dispositions. This study involved 

the initial phase of research focused on the specific HP subpopulation of practicing and student 

counselors (P/SCs). In this chapter, I describe the methods and procedures that I used to execute 

this study including research objectives, definition of terms, instrument development, participant 

selection, data collection, and data analysis. 

Research Objectives 

1. Development of a criterion based scale that measures P/SCs’ knowledge regarding 

NDEs that demonstrates adequate internal consistency, reliability, and content 

validity. 

2. Development of a scale to measure P/SCs’ attitudes about NDEs that demonstrates 

adequate internal consistency, reliability, and content validity.  
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3. Development of an NDE attitude scale that demonstrates acceptable exploratory 

factor solution.  

Definition of Terms 

 For the purposes of the study, I used the following operational definitions: 

1. Near-death experience (NDE): 

Often vivid and realistic, and sometimes profoundly life-changing experiences 

occurring to people who have been physiologically close to death, as in cardiac 

arrest or other life-threatening conditions, or psychologically close to death, as in 

accidents or illnesses in which they feared they would die (Greyson et al., 2009, p. 

213).  

The definition of NDEs includes recurrent elements that NDErs have reported in previous 

studies. Common features of NDEs include, but are not limited to, having an out-of-body 

experiences in which NDErs view the material world typically from an elevated position, 

traveling through a non-material tunnel, encountering a bright light or being, having a life 

review, and meeting with spirits who may or may not be deceased relatives or significant 

others. Further, many NDErs report encountering an uncrossable border at which 

experiencers may choose to return to, or are sent back to, their physical bodies (Greyson, 

1999; Greyson et al., 2009; Moody, 1975). Many NDErs recall feeling an overwhelming 

sense of peace and pleasure during their NDEs, although a fraction report predominantly 

distressing experiences.  

2. Near-death experiencer (NDEr): An individual who reports having had an NDE and 

meets the criteria for an NDE by scoring seven or higher on the Near-Death Experience 

Scale (Greyson, 1983a). 
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3. Practicing counselor (PC): A counselor who reports having a master’s degree or higher 

and currently holding a counseling license or certificate from a state credentialing board 

or national organization. 

4. Student counselor (SC): A master’s student or higher who reports being currently 

enrolled in a Council for Accreditation of Counseling and Related Educational Programs 

(CACREP) accredited counselor education program and having already taken a 

counseling theories course and a beginning counseling skills course. 

5. Attitude toward NDEs: One’s manner, disposition, or feelings – positive, negative, or 

neutral – regarding NDEs, defined operationally as study participants’ scores on the 

Knowledge and Attitudes toward Near-Death Experiences – Attitude Scale (KANDES-

A).  

6. Knowledge toward NDEs: One’s awareness of facts and principles pertaining to NDEs, 

defined operationally as study participants’ scores on the Knowledge and Attitudes 

toward Near-Death Experiences – Knowledge Scale (KANDES-K). 

Instrument Development 

 In this section, I describe the several steps I took to develop the KANDES. First, I discuss 

the steps I took to determine items for the KANDES. Then, I present the steps I took to establish 

various validity and reliability data for both the KANDES-A and K. 

The purpose of the KANDES is to measure P/SCs’ knowledge and attitudes about NDEs. 

The KANDES is in a self-administered format, meaning that results will reflect participants’ 

self-reported responses to each item, which Nardi (2006) identified as an effective means of 

studying attitudes and opinions.  
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Attitude Scale. To construct the KANDES-A I followed the methods and procedures 

outlined by Abell et al. (2009). To generate initial items, I began with a vignette and items 

created by my dissertation chairperson from her specialized knowledge of both mental healthcare 

and NDEs. Based on the literature, she observed that potentially helpful or harmful HPs’ 

responses to clients’/patients’ disclosures of NDEs seemed to reflect one or more of four factors: 

label, whether or not the HP recognized and labeled an NDE as such when a client/patient 

disclosed an NDE to the HP; spiritual, whether the HP considered NDEs to be actually or 

potentially spiritually benevolent or malevolent; diagnosis, whether the HP considered the NDE 

to be unrelated to or an indication of mental disorder; and real, whether or not the HP considered 

the NDE might be objectively real rather than imaginary or hallucinatory. 

The original KANDES-A [Appendix A] began with a brief scenario describing an 

individual who had an NDE – though not labeled as such. According to Abell et al. (2009), using 

vignettes in RAI development is one way to overcome the potential lack of participant 

experience with the primary focus of an instrument. Instrument items were statements pertaining 

to the scenario to which participants respond with a rating on a 7-point Likert-type scale ranging 

from completely agree to completely disagree. Abell et al. (2009) discussed using up to 7-points 

in a Likert-type scale can show slight differences among participants and increase scale 

sensitivity. The initial KANDES-A included 16 items – four for each subcategory – as indicated 

by my review of NDE literature and consultation with experts in the field. The item pool 

consisted of both negatively and positively worded items in order to reduce agreement bias 

(Abell et al., 2009, p. 44). I used the Qualtrics randomization option to randomize the items on 

the Attitude scale. See Table 1 for a complete list of the initial items for the KANDES-A. 
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Table 1 
Initial Attitude Scale Item Pool Organized by Subcategory 
 Label  Spiritual 

1. I would be surprised or confused by what my 
client/patient was describing. 

9. I would think the experience came from an 
ultimately benevolent spiritual source 

2. I would recognize what my client described as a kind of 
experience that people sometimes have. 

10. I would consider the experience spiritually 
threatening or sinister. 

3. I wouldn’t know what to make of what my client was 
describing. 

11. I would consider the experience to be evil or 
"of the devil." 

4. I would recognize it as, or even call it, a near-death 
experience. 

12. I would believe it was a valid and potentially 
helpful spiritual experience. 

    
 Diagnosis  Real 

5. I would question my client’s mental health for having 
had the experience. 

13. I would consider it a possibility that the 
experience was or could be real. 

6. I would not doubt my client's sanity just for having had 
the experience. 

14. I would consider it a dream, hallucination, or 
other unreal experience. 

7. I would consider the experience a sign of mental illness. 15. I would not believe the experience was or 
could be real. 

8. I would consider such an experience to be 
psychologically normal rather than abnormal. 

16. I would believe the experience was real. 

 
Knowledge Scale. To develop the KANDES-K I began with items that my chairperson, 

who is considered a leader in the field of near-death studies through her scholarly contributions 

to NDE theoretical and research literature and as a former president of the International 

Association for Near-Death Studies (IANDS), and I created based on a critical review of current 

NDE research and literature. Items on a knowledge scale are criterion based, rather than norm 

based. Therefore, in the development of each item I consulted NDE literature to ensure the 

accuracy of the information included in the item as a relevant and accurate reflection of NDE 

knowledge. Specifically, I referred to the Handbook of Near-Death Experiences: Thirty years of 

Investigation (Holden, Greyson, & James, 2009) in which various experts in the field of NDEs 

report and discuss decades of NDE research and literature. Based on NDE expertise and 

literature review, I determined important areas of NDE knowledge, which represented two 

subcategories or domains: NDE contents, common elements that NDErs encounter during their 

NDEs; and NDE aftereffects, post-NDE changes in NDErs’ personal beliefs and values, outlooks 
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on life and death, views of self and others, and changes in relationships with and behavior 

towards others (Holden, et al., 2009; Noyes et al., 2009; Ring & Valarino, 1998). 

I began by placing 10 items in each subcategory, for 20 total items. Instrument items 

were statements to which participants respond on a 7-point Likert-type scale ranging from 

completely true to completely false. I included both positively and negatively worded items, 

which Abell et al. (2009) suggested reduces respondent agreement bias. All items were subjected 

to review by experts in the field in a focus group described in detail below. I modified, added, 

and deleted items as recommended during focus group reviews. I used Qualtrics, the online 

survey software that hosted the KANDES, to randomize the items on the KANDES-K scale for 

the focus group portion of the study. See Table 2 for a complete list of the initial item pool. 

Table 2 
Initial Knowledge Scale Item Pool Organized by Subcategory 

 Content  Aftereffects 
1. During a near-death experience (NDE), 

people often experience a deep level of 
peacefulness. 

11. It is common for people who have experienced an NDE 
to be more interested in prestige and fame after their 
NDE. 

2. During an NDE, people often experience 
their thinking to be slower and less clear. 

12. Individuals’ values before an NDE are usually 
compatible with their values after the NDE. 

3. During an NDE, people often experience 
making a decision whether or not to come 
back to their bodies. 

13. People who experience NDEs often become more 
competitive after their experience. 

4. Near-death experiencers (NDErs) frequently 
report feeling a deep sense of fear when 
encountering the light during their 
experience. 

14. People have reported seeing and hearing things during 
their NDEs that occurred in the operating room while 
they were unconscious, such as in a coma or deeply 
anesthetized. 

5. It is unusual for people who experience 
NDEs to have a profound sensation of 
unconditional love during their NDE. 

15. The great majority of people who experience NDEs are 
profoundly changed for decades after the experience. 

6. During an NDE, many people feel the effects 
they have had on other people throughout 
their lives. 

16. It is common for people who have experienced an NDE 
to be less materialistic after their NDEs. 

7. NDEs occur in both men and women and in 
people of all races. 

17. It would be unusual for someone to change their career 
in the aftermath of an NDE. 

8. NDErs often report encountering a "point of 
no return" during their NDEs. 

18. It is common for people who have experienced an NDE 
to have no fear of death. 

9. NDErs frequently report that their experience 
was like a hallucination or a drug induced 
state. 

19. NDErs' disclosures of their experiences are sometimes 
met with skepticism and disbelief from significant 
others. 

10. NDErs often report that time during their 
NDE occurred faster than "Earth time." 

20. It is common for NDErs to feel frustrated when trying to 
describe their NDEs to other people. 
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Focus Groups 

 Data Collection Procedures. Prior to beginning research, I obtained permission from the 

University of North Texas (UNT) Institutional Review Board (IRB) to conduct this research on 

human subjects. I provided the IRB a copy of the Notice of Informed Consent, the DIQ, and the 

original KANDES. Participants in all data collection methods – focus group, pilot study, and 

main study – who responded to recruitment material by accessing the provided URL were first 

linked to the Notice of Informed Consent, the DIQ, and the KANDES via Qualtrics. The 

information on the Notice of Informed Consent page designated that participants indicated their 

informed consent to participate by clicking on the “Yes, I give my consent to participate in the 

study” button at the bottom of the page. Once participants gave their consent, they were able to 

proceed with the DIQ and KANDES.  

To determine face validity and content validity of the KANDES, I conducted a focus 

group with individuals from various locations in the United States using a conference call format 

and Qualtrics electronic survey program. The focus group was composed of experts in the field 

of near-death studies who represented various professions within the healthcare field – including 

a medical doctor, a professional nurse, and professional counselors. Using expert reviewers in 

instrument composition is central in establishing content and face validity (Fink, 2003; Gail, 

Gail, & Borg, 2003; Haag Granelo, 2007) and a crucial qualitative component. I identified NDE 

experts as individuals who possess knowledge about the field of near-death studies through 

professional affiliations and contributions to NDE literature and research. I recruited focus group 

members by creating a prioritized list of professional contacts of my major professor who are 

experts in the field of near-death studies.  
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After drafting the initial instrument, I submitted the KANDES to focus group participants 

for feedback, specifically regarding item clarity and usability and item and subscale 

correspondence to current NDE literature and research. I sent a preliminary email to potential 

focus group members outlining my study and participation responsibilities [Appendix J]. I 

initially invited 10 individuals to participate in the focus group. Out of the 10, eight people 

responded. Two people declined to participate and six people participated in the virtual portion 

of the focus group on Qualtrics. Of those six, five individuals were able to participate in the 

conference call meeting.  

Upon their agreement to be in the focus group, I sent them another email with a link to a 

Notice of Informed Consent [Appendix H], a link to the initial version of the KANDES 

[Appendix A], and a list of possible conference call times. After indicating their consent to 

participate, focus group members virtually reviewed the potential subscale categories and 

potential items on the KANDES in the KANDES – Focus Group Survey [Appendix I].  Using 

the KANDES – Focus Group Survey, members completed a series of questions regarding 

subscale categories and items. See Table 3 for a complete list of the initial items submitted to the 

focus group. 
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Table 3 
Initial items submitted to focus group 

Attitude Scale Knowledge Scale 
1. I would be surprised or confused by 

what my client/patient was describing. 
1. During a near-death experience (NDE), people often 

experience a deep level of peacefulness. 
2. I would recognize what my client 

described as a kind of experience that 
people sometimes have. 

2. During an NDE, people often experience their thinking to be 
slower and less clear. 

3. I would think the experience came from 
an ultimately benevolent spiritual 
source. 

3. During an NDE, people often experience making a decision 
whether or not to come back to their bodies. 

4. I would consider the experience 
spiritually threatening or sinister. 

4. Near-death experiencers (NDErs) frequently report feeling a 
deep sense of fear when encountering the light during their 
experience. 

5. I would believe it was a valid and 
potentially helpful spiritual experience. 

5. It is common for people who have experienced an NDE to be 
more interested in prestige and fame after their NDE. 

6. I would not know what to make of what 
my client was describing. 

6. People have reported seeing and hearing things during their 
NDEs that occurred in the operating room while they were 
unconscious, such as in a coma or deeply anesthetized. 

7. I would question my client’s mental 
health for having had the experience. 

7. People who experience NDEs often become more competitive 
after their experience. 

8. I would consider it a possibility that the 
experience was or might have been real. 

8. The vast majority of people who experience NDEs are 
profoundly changed for decades after the experience. 

9. I would consider it a dream, 
hallucination, or other unreal 
experience. 

9. It is unusual for people who experience NDEs to have a 
profound sensation of unconditional love during their NDE. 

10. I would not believe the experience was 
or could be real. 

10. Individuals’ values before an NDE are usually compatible 
with their values after the NDE. 

11. I would not doubt my client’s sanity 
just for having had the experience. 

11. It is common for people who have experienced an NDE to be 
less materialistic after their NDEs. 

12. I would consider the experience a sign 
of mental illness. 

12. It would be unusual for someone to change their career in the 
aftermath of an NDE. 

13. I would consider the experience to be 
evil or "of the devil." 

13. It is common for people who have experienced an NDE to 
have no fear of death. 

14. I would consider such an experience to 
be psychologically normal rather than 
abnormal. 

14. During an NDE, many people feel the effects they had on 
other people throughout their lives. 

15. I would believe the experience was real 
or could be real. 

15. NDEs occur in both men and women and in people of all 
races. 

16. I would recognize it as, or even call it, a 
near-death experience. 

16. NDErs often report encountering a “point of no return” during 
their NDEs. 

  17. NDErs frequently report that their experience was like a 
hallucination or a drug-induced state. 

  18. NDErs’ disclosures of their experiences are often met with 
skepticism and disbelief from significant others. 

  19. NDErs often report that time during their NDE occurred faster 
than “Earth time.” 

  20. It is common for NDErs to feel frustrated when trying to 
describe their NDEs to other people. 

 
First, I presented the subscale categories and asked open-ended questions regarding the 

relevance and comprehensiveness of each subcategory on both the KANDES-K and A subscales. 
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I provided group members with a format to recommend other subcategories they thought 

relevant and their rationale for such an addition. For the KANDES-A, I asked an additional 

question about whether or not the subcategories accurately represented a possible healthcare 

provider attitude and invited members to suggest any additional attitudes to be included.  

For both the KANDES -A and -K, I provided members a format to rate each item as one 

of the following: “Item is relevant to subscale category,” “Item is moderately relevant to 

subscale category,” or “Item is not relevant to subscale category.” For each of these choices, I 

assigned a score of 3 to “relevant,” 2 to “moderately,” and 1 to “not.” In addition, for items on 

KANDES-K, I asked focus group members to rate items as one of the following: “Item 

corresponds strongly to current NDE research findings,” “Item corresponds moderately to 

current NDE research findings,” or “Item does not correspond to NDE research findings”; for 

each of the three choices, I assigned a score of 3 to “corresponds strongly,” 2 to “corresponds 

moderately,” and 1 to “does not correspond.” I flagged an item that received a mean rating of 

less than 2 to specifically discuss during the focus group conference call.  

For each item on both scales, I provided a “feedback box” where focus group members 

could make text comments or suggestions about the clarity, understandability, and usability of 

each item. During this process, I edited items based on focus group members’ suggestions to 

ensure clarity and reflect current information based on accurate NDE literature and studies. 

Finally, I asked group members if they thought any other area of NDE research needed to be 

represented and if item sets comprehensively represented the subscale category. When members 

suggested additional subcategories or items, I asked them to provide reasoning for their 

suggestion and wording for the potential items when appropriate. 
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I provided focus group members with a deadline to complete the KANDES – Focus 

Group Survey that fell one week before the scheduled conference call. During the conference 

call, the focus group members and I reviewed the narrative introducing the KANDES-A, the 

subcategories included in the KANDES-A and -K, and the items on the KANDES-A and -K. The 

first change that members suggested was to use gender-neutral identifiers in the narrative. 

Therefore, I changed the pronouns in the narrative to refer to the person in the narrative, only as 

“client.”  

Focus group members expressed some concern about the subcategory “real” on the 

KANDES-A, suggesting it may be a bit too ambiguous due to the various definitions and 

interpretations of the word “real.” During the conference call discussion, the focus group 

members suggested that this subscale should be separated into two different subcategories, the 

“real/truth” subcategory and the “dream/hallucination” subcategory. I deleted three existing 

items and added three new items to the real/truth subcategory and three new items to the 

dream/hallucination subcategory. Members also suggested that items specifically reflecting the 

helpful or hurtful nature of HPs’ possible responses should be added to the KANDES-A. 

Therefore, I created the “therapeutic” subcategory and added four additional items. From focus 

group member suggestions, discussions with my major professor, and my own NDE research, I 

developed new items for each new subcategory.  

Focus group members also suggested the addition of two subcategories for the KANDES-

K regarding occurrences of NDEs or characteristics of NDErs and proper identification of an 

NDE. Therefore, I created the Experiencer Characteristics domain and the Close-Brush with 

Death domain. I put one existing item into the Experiencer Characteristics domain and created 
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three additional items to complete the subcategory. I generated four items to develop the Close-

Brush with Death domain. 

Using Qualtrics, I resubmitted the KANDES to the focus group members that resulted 

from the meeting and reflected the deleted, modified, and added items and subcategories. I 

included text entry boxes for focus group members’ feedback and/or suggestions. Focus group 

members approved all of the items with a few minor wording modifications. For all items and 

subcategories that I used for the pilot study on the KANDES-A and -K, see Tables 4 and 5, 

respectively.  

Table 4 
Attitude scale items used for pilot study organized by subcategory 

   
Label Spiritual 

1. I would be surprised or confused by what my client was 
describing. 

13. I would think the experience came from an 
ultimately benevolent spiritual source. 

2. I would recognize what my client described as a kind of 
experience that is not uncommon. 

14. I would consider the experience spiritually 
threatening or scary. 

3. I wouldn’t know what to make of what my client was 
describing. 

15. I would believe it was a potentially helpful 
spiritual experience. 

4. I would recognize it as, or even call it, a near-death 
experience. 

16. I would consider the experience to be evil or 
"of the devil." 

    
Diagnosis Real/Truth 

5. I would question my client’s mental health for having 
had the experience. 

17. I would not believe the experience actually 
happened. 

6. I would not doubt my client's sanity just for having had 
the experience. 

18. I would believe my client was truthfully 
describing what they experienced. 

7. I would consider the experience a sign of mental illness. 19. I would think that my client was lying or 
making up the story. 

8. I would consider such an experience to be within the 
bounds of psychological normalcy. 

20. I would think my client was honestly telling 
me what they had experienced. 

    
Dream/Hallucination Therapeutic 

9. I would think my client was describing a dream, 
hallucination, or other imaginary experience. 

21. I think it would be best to avoid further 
discussion of the subject. 

10. I would think that my client's experience might be 
objectively real - not just a dream or hallucination. 

22. I would want to give my client every 
opportunity to talk about this subject. 

11. I would think that my client's experience was purely 
imaginary - like a dream or hallucination. 

23. I would steer my client away from talking 
further about this subject. 

12. I would think my client's experience belongs in the 
same category as a dream or hallucination. 

24. I would invite my client to talk more about 
this subject if they wished. 
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Table 5 
Knowledge Scale items used for pilot study organized by subcategory 

 
Contents 

1. During a near-death experience (NDE), people often experience a deep level of peacefulness. 
2. During an NDE, people often experience their thinking to be slower and less clear. 
3. During an NDE, people often experience making a decision whether or not to come back to their bodies. 
4. Near-death experiencers (NDErs) frequently report feeling a deep sense of fear when encountering the 

light during their experience. 
5. It is unusual for people who experience NDEs to have a profound sensation of unconditional love during 

their NDE. 
6. During an NDE, many people feel the effects they have had on other people throughout their lives. 
7. NDErs often report that time during their NDE occurred different than "Earth time." 
8. NDErs often report encountering a "point of no return" during their NDEs. 
9. NDErs frequently report that their experience was like a hallucination or a drug induced state. 
10. People have reported seeing and hearing things during their NDEs that occurred in the operating room 

while they were unconscious, such as in a coma or deeply anesthetized. 
  

Aftereffects 
11. It is common for people who have experienced an NDE to be more interested in prestige and fame after 

their NDE. 
12. People who experience NDEs often become more competitive after their experience. 
13. Most people who experience NDEs are profoundly changed for decades after the experience. 
14. Individuals' values before an NDE are usually compatible with their values after an NDE. 
15. It is common for people who have experienced an NDE to be less materialistic after their NDE. 
16. It would be unusual for someone to change their career in the aftermath of an NDE. 
17. It is common for people who have experienced an NDE to have no fear of death. 
18. Near-death experiencers' disclosures of their experiences are often met with skepticism and disbelief 

from significant others. 
19. It is common for near-death experiencers to feel frustrated when trying to describe their NDEs to other 

people. 
  

Experiencer Characteristics 
20. More women than men report near-death experiences. 
21. People of all ages have reported near-death experiences 
22. NDEs have been reported by people of various races and ethnicities. 
23. NDEs have not been reported by children. 
  

Close-Brush 
24. A near-death experience is another term for a close brush with death. 
25 A person can survive a close brush with death without having a near-death experience. 
26. Near-death experiences are reported by some - but not all - people who survive a close brush with death. 
 

Pilot Study 

 After modifying the KANDES based on focus group feedback, I conducted a pilot study. 

Participants in the pilot study consisted of individuals from the targeted sample for the main 

study: P/SCs. According to Pett, Lackey, and Sullivan (2003), a sample at least one-tenth of the 

targeted sample size is sufficient for a pilot study. Because I intended the targeted sample to 
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include 150-250 participants, I recruited 25 participants for the pilot study. Five people declined 

to participate, and I discarded two instruments due to multiple missing responses to several 

items. In addition to the instrument, I provided participants with a format to offer comments 

about the instrument and recommendations for improvement. Pilot study participants also 

completed a demographics information questionnaire (DIQ) [Appendix B] in which they 

reported their age, gender, ethnicity, and professional/student status. 

Sample 

Pilot study participants were nine SCs from the counseling program at the University of 

North Texas (UNT) and ten PCs from a pool of professional counselors in the North Texas area 

– all of whom are not particularly knowledgeable about NDEs (see Table 6 for demographics 

information). After I received permission from a course instructor, I recruited SC participants by 

attending a master’s counseling class and asked students to participate in my study. I provided 

each SC participant with a Notice of Informed Consent [Appendix G] and a hard copy of the 

KANDES, which they completed during their class time. I collected demographic information in 

a way to ensure participant anonymity. I was unable to use one student’s returned KANDES do 

to multiple missing responses. Therefore, the pilot study yielded eight master’s student 

participants. 

I recruited 15 PCs through professional contacts whom I knew were licensed, practicing, 

and not NDE professionals, and who had professional email addresses available publicly through 

an Internet search of their name. I used those addresses to send an email [Appendix K] to each 

potential PC participant that included a brief description of my study and a link to the Notice of 

Informed Consent [Appendix F] and remainder of the study described above. To ensure 
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participant anonymity, the pilot survey did not require PC participants to provide any identifying 

information. 10 PCs agreed to participate, and all of them completed the KANDES. 

Table 6 
Pilot Study Participants Demographics  

Variable n % 
Gender Male 5 38.5 
 Female 13 72.2 
    
Age 25 or younger 2 11.1 
 26-35 12 66.7 
 36-45 3 16.7 
 46-55 0 0 
 55 or older 1 5.6 
    
Ethnicity Asian   
 African American/black 2 11.1 
 Bi/multiracial 0 0 
 Caucasian 14 77.8 
 Hispanic/Latino 1 5.6 
 Native American 1 5.6 
 Other   
 Did not report   
    
Student/Professional 
Status 

Master’s Counseling Student 8 44.4 

 Professional Counselor 10 55.6 
Note: N = 18 

Data Analysis 

To establish internal reliability of the KANDES, I used results from the initial 

administration to calculate Cronbach’s alpha for the KANDES-A and -K. Cronbach’s alpha is an 

effective method to determine internal consistency reliability and the intercorrelation of items 

measuring a concept (Walsh & Betz, 2001). According to Holden, Fekken, and Cotton (1991), 

acceptable alpha scores are .70 or greater. Using SPSS statistical software and pilot study data, I 

calculated a Cronbach’s alpha of .865 for the KANDES - A. Because .865 meets acceptable 

requirements, I did not make any changes to the KANDES - A prior to main study data 
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collection. The KANDES-K yielded a Cronbach’s alpha of .860, also demonstrating acceptable 

requirements. Based on acceptable coefficient alpha scores, I did not make any changes to the 

KANDES-K prior to the main study data collection. 

I did not conduct an EFA on the pilot study data. According to Velicer and Fava (1998) 

and Abell et al. (2009), low sample sizes – N < 3:1 ratio of participants to scale items – are 

inappropriate for an adequate EFA and will lead to inconclusive results. Due to my small sample 

size for the pilot study (N = 18), I conducted basic reliability data and moved forward to the main 

study. 

I also provided a text box for pilot study participants to offer comments or suggestions 

regarding item usability, readability, and grammar. One participant questioned the wording of 

one item. However, because none of the other responders expressed the same concern, I did not 

make any changes to the item. Multiple participants stated that the seven response options on the 

KANDES-K seemed a bit unnecessary. According to Abell et al. (2009), 7-points for a 

dichotomous scale is usually unnecessary. Therefore, I reduced the responses from seven options 

to five options. See Table 7 for a list of items I submitted to main study participants. 

Table 7 
Items used for Main Study 

Attitude Scale Knowledge Scale 
1. I would be surprised or confused by what 

my client was describing. 
1. During a near-death experience (NDE), people often 

experience a deep level of peacefulness. 
2. I would recognize what my client 

described as a kind of experience that is 
not uncommon. 

2. During an NDE, people often experience their thinking to be 
slower and less clear. 

3. I wouldn’t know what to make of what my 
client was describing. 

3. During an NDE, people often experience making a decision 
whether or not to come back to their bodies. 

4. I would recognize it as, or even call it, a 
near-death experience. 

4. Near-death experiencers (NDErs) frequently report feeling a 
deep sense of fear when encountering the light during their 
experience. 

5. I would question my client’s mental health 
for having had the experience. 

5. It is unusual for people who experience NDEs to have a 
profound sensation of unconditional love during their NDE. 

6. I would not doubt my client's sanity just 
for having had the experience. 

6. During an NDE, many people feel the effects they have had 
on other people throughout their lives. 
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Table 7 (cont.) 
Items used for Main Study 

Attitude Scale Knowledge Scale 
7. I would consider the experience a sign 

of mental illness. 
7. NDErs often report that time during their NDE occurred 

faster than "Earth time." 
8. I would consider such an experience to 

be within the bounds of psychological 
normalcy. 

8. NDErs often report encountering a "point of no return" 
during their NDEs. 

9. I would think my client was describing 
a dream, hallucination, or other 
imaginary experience. 

9. NDErs frequently report that their experience was like a 
hallucination or a drug induced state. 

10. I would think that my client's 
experience might be objectively real - 
not just a dream or hallucination. 

10. People have reported seeing and hearing things during their 
NDEs that occurred in the operating room while they were 
unconscious, such as in a coma or deeply anesthetized. 

11. I would think that my client's 
experience was purely imaginary - like 
a dream or hallucination. 

11. It is common for people who have experienced an NDE to be 
more interested in prestige and fame after their NDE. 

12. I would think my client's experience 
belongs in the same category as a 
dream or hallucination. 

12. People who experience NDEs often become more 
competitive after their experience. 

13. I would think the experience came from 
an ultimately benevolent spiritual 
source. 

13. Most people who experience NDEs are profoundly changed 
for decades after the experience. 

14. I would consider the experience 
spiritually threatening or scary. 

14. Individuals' values before an NDE are usually compatible 
with their values after an NDE. 

15. I would believe it was a potentially 
helpful spiritual experience. 

15. It is common for people who have experienced an NDE to be 
less materialistic after their NDE. 

16. I would consider the experience to be 
evil or "of the devil." 

16. It would be unusual for someone to change their career in the 
aftermath of an NDE. 

17. I would not believe the experience 
actually happened. 

17. It is common for people who have experienced an NDE to 
have no fear of death. 

18. I would believe my client was 
truthfully describing what they 
experienced. 

18. Near-death experiencers' disclosures of their experiences are 
often met with skepticism and disbelief from significant 
others. 

19. I would think that my client was lying 
or making up the story. 

19. It is common for near-death experiencers to feel frustrated 
when trying to describe their NDEs to other people. 

20. I would think my client was honestly 
telling me what they had experienced. 

20. More women than men report near-death experiences. 

21. I think it would be best to avoid further 
discussion of the subject. 

21. People of all ages have reported near-death experiences 

22. I would want to give my client every 
opportunity to talk about this subject. 

22. NDEs have been reported by people of various races and 
ethnicities. 

23. I would steer my client away from 
talking further about this subject. 

23. NDEs have not been reported by children. 

24. I would invite my client to talk more 
about this subject if they wished. 

24. A near-death experience is another term for a close brush 
with death. 

  25. A person can survive a close brush with death without 
having a near-death experience. 

  26. Near-death experiences are reported by some - but not all - 
people who survive a close brush with death. 
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Main Study 

Data Collection Procedures and Sample. Velicer and Fava (1998) and Whitaker and 

Worthington (2006) stated a sample size ratio of three participants per one variable is inadequate 

in instrument creation. According to Whitaker and Worthington, an inadequate sample size may 

lead to unstable patterns of covariation when “the ratio of participants to items is relatively low” 

(2006, p. 817). They explained low sample sizes might lead to an insufficient representation of 

the population for which the instrument is intended.  Further, they suggested a participant-to-

item ratio of 10:1 for EFA. According to Abell et al. (2009), an appropriate sample size for 

instrument development is 200 to 300 participants.  

In order to achieve an appropriate sample size, I recruited SC study participants from 

various U.S. universities containing CACREP-accredited counselor education programs. I 

entered the names of CACREP programs in a randomization program in Qualtrics; then, after 

randomization, I selected the first 10 programs on the list – two from each of the five CACREP 

regions – to contact for preliminary permission to distribute my request to participate to their 

students.  I contacted programs via email [See Appendix C] in order to get permission to 

distribute the KANDES to master’s and doctoral level students. I instructed program directors to 

indicate their consent by forwarding my recruitment letter to their faculty and students 

[Appendix D]. In the recruitment letter to faculty and students, I included a link to the Notice of 

Informed Consent [Appendix E], the DIQ, and the KANDES. Due to low returns from my initial 

request to participate, I invited more programs to participate – all chosen randomly through 

Qualtrics – in order to reach my sample size goal of 250 participants.  

For the PC subsample, I recruited participants from two professional counseling 

organizations and faculty of CACREP programs. I contacted the organizations through email and 
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asked them to forward my request to their members via such media as email and listserv posts. I 

contacted the Association for Creativity in Counseling (ACC) and received permission from the 

organization to disseminate my request to participate via email to ACC members. I contacted the 

Association for Spiritual, Ethical, and Religious Values in Counseling (ASERVIC) seeking 

permission to publicize my study, and they also forwarded my request to their members via 

email. In my recruitment letter to CACREP programs, I asked department chairs to forward my 

recruitment letter both to faculty and students.  

Participants who completed all required tasks regarding the KANDES were eligible to 

enter a drawing for one of three $50 Visa gift cards. After completing the survey, participants 

voluntarily provided an email address of their choosing that I entered into a program in Qualtrics 

that randomly selected three winners from the total pool of participants. I contacted participants 

by using their provided email address to obtain physical addresses to which I could mail the gift 

cards.  

If participants had any questions or concerns, I informed them to contact my major 

professor or me through the email addresses provided on all of the recruitment materials. Except 

for the criterion that participants must be at least 18 years old and meet PC or SC criteria, I did 

not make any participant exclusions based on race, age, or gender. Participants were 

representative of the general counseling population of interest and assumed to have no 

specialized knowledge of NDEs or affiliation with NDE-related organizations. A total of 259 

individuals responded to the KANDES. I could not use three submissions due to incomplete or 

missing data. In one additional submission, the respondent completed the KANDES-A but failed 

to complete the KANDES-K. Therefore, N = 256 for the KANDES-A and N = 255 for the 

KANDES-K. 
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Table 8 
Main Study Participant Demographics  

Variable n % 
Gender Male 43 16.8% 
 Female 206 80.5% 
 Did not report 7 2.7% 
    
Age 25 or younger 48 18.8% 
 26-35 98 38.7% 
 36-45 36 14.1% 
 46-55 34 13.3% 
 55 or older 29 11.3% 
 Did not report 11 4.2% 
    
Ethnicity Asian 7 2.7% 
 African American/black 19 7.4% 
 Caucasian 203 79.2% 
 Hispanic/Latino 21 8.2% 
 Native American or Alaskan Native 4 1.6% 
 Other 2 7.8% 
 Did not report   
    
Professional/Student 
Status 

Master’s Counseling Student 127 49.6% 

 Professional Counselor 121 47.3% 
 Other/did not report 8 3.1% 
Note: N = 256 

Data Analysis 

 I conducted an EFA on the KANDES-A with the entire study sample of 256 participants. 

I performed an EFA and reported reliability data for the KANDES-A and reported qualitative 

findings and reliability data for the KANDES-K. I conducted separate analyses, because the two 

scales are not intended to measure the same latent variable. Further, because the KANDES-K is 

criterion based,  

EFA for Attitude Scale. Worthington and Whitaker (2006) suggested a participant-to-

item ratio of 10:1 is sufficient for EFA, making my sample size of N = 256 for the KANDES-A 

appropriate. Using EFA for the KANDES-A was important in this study, because no prior data 
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have been collected for this scale. According to Abell et al. (2009) and Gorsuch (1983), it is 

appropriate to use exploratory procedures rather than a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) only 

when the study is truly exploratory, meaning data have not already been collected in another 

study. Although I recognized proposed categories prior to data collection, I believed it necessary 

to conduct an EFA to determine the factor structure for the KANDES-A. According to Henson 

and Roberts (2005), EFA helps determine whether or not factors should be retained as a part of a 

final instrument by correlating a large number of variables into a meaningful set of constructs. 

Further, EFAs are appropriate when the appropriate placement of latent variables is explored 

rather than associated with particular factors prior to data analysis (Abell et al., 2009).  

Using SPSS, I calculated the suitability to conduct a factor analysis on the data using the 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure (KMO) and Bartlett’s test of sphericity. Bartlett’s test of sphericity 

for the KANDES-A was .000 reaching significance (p < .0005), rejecting the null hypothesis that 

there is no relationship between items and indicating that the data was not an identity matrix 

(Bartlett, 1954).  

The KMO is an indicator of the strength of the relationship among items. The closer the 

KMO value is to 1.0, the more likely the instrument has factors that can be analyzed. I calculated 

a KMO value for the KANDES-A of .898 The KMO values for both scales exceeded Kaiser’s 

(1970, 1974) recommended value of .6. Both the KMO and Bartlett’s test of sphericity values 

indicated that an EFA of this data was appropriate. Figure 1 and 2 show the SPSS output of the 

KMO and Bartlett’s test of sphericity for the KANDES-A. 
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Figure 1 
KMO and Bartlett's Test for Attitude Scale 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .898 

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity 
Approx. Chi-Square 2755.824 
df 276 
Sig. .000 

 
To determine the number of factors to retain, I used Kaiser criterion or the Kaiser-1 

criterion, scree plot analysis, and parallel analysis (Abell et al., 2009). The Kaiser rule 

determines the number of factors to retain using eigenvalues (Kaiser, 1960). Eigenvalues are 

used to show how much a particular factor explains total variance in the instrument. An 

eigenvalue of 1.0 or higher indicates the quantity of information accounted for in a shared factor 

by a set of items and to what level a common factor is meaningful (Abell et al., 2009; Kaiser, 

1960).  

I utilized Catell’s scree plot analysis (1966) as another method to determine factor 

retention. Scree plots are graphical representations in which eigenvalues are charted on a graph. I 

used SPSS to generate the scree plot based on data from the KANDES-A. Abell et al. (2009) 

suggested that the eigenvalues that are noticeably higher than the other values yield the 

appropriate number of factors.  

Finally, I used parallel analysis as another means of determining factor retention (Turner, 

1998). Parallel analysis is rooted in the idea that an extracted factor will “account for more 

variance than it is expected by chance” (Abell et al., 2009, p. 136). Parallel analysis compares a 

random data set to of similar structure – same number of items and sample size as the analyzed 

data set – to the original data set under examination. The resulting comparison should yield 

higher eigenvalues for the authentic data set than the random data set. To conduct a parallel 

analysis, I generated a random data set using an Internet website from which I extracted 
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eigenvalues. I retained factors from the real data with eigenvalues greater than those from the 

random data. 

After determining how many factors to extract, my final step in conducting an EFA was 

to analyze the factor pattern coefficients, also called factor loadings (Henson & Roberts, 2006). 

Factor loadings represent the contribution of an item to a factor and strength of that relationship. 

Thurstone (1947) and Walsh and Betz (2001) stated that in conducting an EFA, only variables 

receiving factor-loading values of .40 or above indicate that the variable is a significant part of 

the factor. According to Abell et al. (2009), using rotated factor axes decreases the chances that 

all or almost all items appear to be highly related with one dominant factor. After rotating axes, 

nondominant factors can be more meaningfully considered. 

In factor extraction, researchers can use two types of rotation methods: orthogonal or 

oblique (Henson & Roberts, 2006). Most researchers conducting an EFA rotate their factors to 

assist in interpretation and analysis (Henson & Roberts, 2006). Orthogonal rotation is more 

commonly used and assumes that factors are uncorrelated or that they correlate zero with one 

another (Clark & Watson, 1995). Using orthogonal rotation, I retained items loading at a .40 

value or greater.  In my analysis of the KANDES-A, I retained items based on the strength of 

their factor-loading value on a rotated component matrix and the absence of two items loading at 

a .40 value or greater on two separate factors.  

Reliability Analysis for Attitude Scale. In addition to EFA, I conducted reliability 

investigations on the data results from the KANDES-A. To establish reliability via measurement 

of internal consistency, I calculated Cronbach’s alpha for the scales and subscales. I also 

conducted test-retest reliability on a portion of the data for the KANDES-A as only a percentage 

of participants completed the KANDES for a second time.  
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 Analysis of Knowledge Scale.  My analysis of the KANDES-K differed from my 

analysis of the KANDES-A due to knowledge scales being criterion based rather than norm 

based as in traditional assessments. Therefore, I based my analysis on extensive literature review 

in the field of near-death studies, consultation with experts in the field of near-death studies, and 

reliability analysis on the data I collected in the main study. In his book Scale Development, 

DeVellis (2012) reported that scale developers must align with correct theory and research 

findings when developing a dichotomous scale, such as a knowledge scale. Therefore, in the 

development of each item I consulted NDE literature to ensure the accuracy of the information 

included in the item as a relevant and accurate reflection of NDE knowledge. Using The 

Handbook of Near-Death Experiences: Thirty years of Investigation (Holden, Greyson, & James, 

2009), I was able to review decades of research and literature in the field of NDEs to develop 

each item. 

 To further ensure accuracy, I submitted the KANDE – K to experts in the field of NDEs 

through an online format and asked for feedback and critique of each item. I conducted a 

conference call meeting to discuss their critiques and made changes based on both methods of 

feedback – the virtual portion and the conference call. After adding, deleting, and adjusting 

items, I resubmitted the scale for final review. According to DeVellis (2012), this process of 

expert consultation is critical to develop an accurate and theoretically sound instrument. DeVellis 

(2012) explained that in dichotomous scale development – meaning scales with response options 

such as true or false – consulting with experts is a primary part of establishing a sound 

instrument. 

 Reliability Analysis for Knowledge Scale. I established reliability of the KANDES-K 

by calculating Cronbach’s alpha from the entire sample for the total scale. I also calculated 
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Cronbach’s alpha for each domain in the KANDES-K. I conducted test-retest analysis on a 

portion of the participants who completed the instrument for a second time to establish the 

stability of the KANDES-K.  
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

 In the following chapter, I present the results generated on data from the KANDES. I 

based the results on conducting factor analysis and reliability analysis using SPSS. I report 

psychometric data and reliability and validity evidence for the KANDES in two separate sections 

of this chapter: one for the KANDES-A and one for the KANDES-K.  

Factor Retention for the Attitude Scale 

 I determined how many factors to retain using three commonly utilized methods in 

instrument development: Kaiser-1 criterion, scree plot analysis, and parallel analysis. Kaiser 

(1960) suggested retaining factors with eigenvalues exceeding 1.0. Although the data showed 21 

factors whose eigenvalues exceeded 1.0, the Kaiser-1 criterion often overestimates the number of 

factors to retain. Figure 2 shows a summary of the SPSS output. Using 21 factors for this 

instrument would indicate a factor for almost each item and would defeat the purpose of using 

factors to better explain data gathered through KANDES administration. According to Whitaker 

and Worthington (2003), a sturdy factor includes three or more strongly loading items. 

Therefore, I continued my analysis of the data to determine factor retention.  

Figure 2.  
Eigenvalues with Varimax Rotation 
 

Component 

Initial Eigenvalues 
Extraction Sums of Squared 

Loadings 
Rotation Sums of Squared 

Loadings 

Total 
% of 

Variance 
Cumulative 

% 
Total 

% of 
Variance 

Cumulative 
% 

Total 
% of 

Variance 
Cumulative 

% 

1 8.118 33.824 33.824 8.118 33.824 33.824 4.050 16.873 16.873 
2 2.093 8.721 42.545 2.093 8.721 42.545 2.779 11.577 28.450 
3 1.636 6.816 49.361 1.636 6.816 49.361 2.758 11.493 39.943 
4 1.324 5.515 54.877 1.324 5.515 54.877 2.297 9.573 49.516 
5 1.103 4.598 59.474 1.103 4.598 59.474 2.188 9.116 58.632 
6 1.048 4.369 63.843 1.048 4.369 63.843 1.251 5.211 63.843 
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Pett et al. (2003) recommended assessment developers retain factors with a cumulative 

variance between 50%-60%. Initial analysis showed five factors accounting for 59% of the total 

variance and six factors accounting for 63.8% of the total variance. Further, I used the scree plot 

analysis as a visual guide of the factors to retain for the KANDES. Looking at the graphical 

representation of data on the scree plot, I used the “elbow” or the most significant bend of the 

data line to determine how many factors to retain. The scree plot – Figure 3 – displayed 

approximately four data points or factors before the data formed a flat line. Again, because the 

scree plot can only be viewed as an approximation, I conducted a final analysis to determine the 

number of factors to retain.  

Figure 3. 
Scree Plot Analysis for KANDES-A. 

 
 
Using parallel analysis, I compared a randomly generated data set to the eigenvalues of 

the KANDES-A. The parallel analysis revealed that three factor values on the KANDES-A 
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exceeded the random eigenvalues, with a fourth value difference of .03. I show the comparison 

of the two data sets in Table 9. Based on the scree plot and parallel analysis, I confirmed the use 

of four factors for the KANDES-A.  

Table 9 
Parallel Analysis Results for KANDES-A 

Factor Number Random λ KANDES λ 

1 1.59 8.11 
2 1.49 2.09 
3 1.41 1.64 
4 1.35 1.32 
5 1.29 1.10 
6 1.23 1.05 

 
Item Retention and Factor Rotation for the Attitude Scale 

 Following the three analyses for factor retention and the retaining of four factors, I 

continued an EFA to determine the retention of items and their relationships with the factors or 

their loadings. To determine factor loadings, I analyzed items based on a four-factor solution 

using an orthogonal rotation method called varimax rotation (Abell et al., 2009; Kaiser, 1958). 

Varimax rotation is when “the variation of factor loadings is maximized for all factors 

simultaneously” (Abell et al., 2009, p. 140). Based on Pett et al.’s (2003) suggestion, I utilized 

orthogonal rotation because the factors were assumed to be uncorrelated, which indicates 

application of an orthogonal method. Further, Hair et al. (2006) considered orthogonal rotation 

an effective method for achieving simple factor structure and data reduction. I maintained or 

excluded items based on the strength of their factor loading on the varimax component matrix, 

their communality scores, and the absence of strongly loading on more than one factor. 

Communality scores represent how much variance in each item can be explained by the extracted 

factors (Springer et al., 2002).  See Table 10 for factor loadings and communality scores. I 
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examined item 15 due to loading at .418 on factor three and .536 on factor four. Although it 

loaded on two factors, I decided to keep it due to it loading at >.5 on factor four, which Hair, 

Black, Babin, Anderson, and Tatham (2006) considered a strongly loading item. I eliminated 

item 7 due to poor loading on all factors. Thurstone (1947) considered that items loading lower 

than .40 are too weak to interpret. I re-conducted an EFA after I eliminated this item. All other 

items loaded highly on one factor with the exception of item 15. The total percentage of variance 

explained was 56.74%. Figure 4 displays the SPSS output of eigenvalues with varimax rotation 

after eliminating item seven. In Table 10, I show the final KANDES-A items grouped according 

to their factor loadings using the varimax method and the new labels for the four factors. 

Figure 4 
Eigenvalues with Varimax Rotation  

Component 
Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared 

Loadings 
Rotation Sums of Squared 

Loadings 

Total % of 
Variance 

Cumulative 
% Total % of 

Variance 
Cumulative 

% Total % of 
Variance 

Cumulative 
% 

1 8.057 35.030 35.030 8.057 35.030 35.030 4.732 20.574 20.574 

2 2.035 8.846 43.877 2.035 8.846 43.877 2.904 12.627 33.201 

3 1.634 7.106 50.983 1.634 7.106 50.983 2.901 12.612 45.813 

4 1.323 5.752 56.735 1.323 5.752 56.735 2.512 10.922 56.735 
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Table 10 
KANDES-A items grouped by factor 

   Factor  
Item M SD 1 2 3 4 Communality 

Factor 1: Real, Spiritually Beneficial Experience 
4. Benevolent 4.70 1.59 .642 .103 .075 .221 .477 
6. Helpful 5.71 1.17 .546 .059 .261 .282 .449 
8. Dream 5.14 1.56 .798 .201 .162 .099 .712 
9. Objective real 5.48 1.35 .794 .168 .048 .146 .682 
10. Imaginary 5.58 1.40 .851 .144 .082 .064 .756 
11. Hallucination 5.20 1.52 .816 .188 .077 .160 .733 
16. Not believe 5.94 1.35 .623 .147 .341 .165 .553 
24. Recognize NDE 5.88 1.13 .571 .105 .242 .108 .408 
        

Factor 2: Believe and Encourage to Talk 
17. Truthful 6.36 0.89 .353 .541 .299 .135 .525 
19. Honest 6.40 0.98 .299 .496 .278 .150 .435 
20. Avoid 6.67 0.68 .163 .740 .072 .096 .588 
21 Every opportunity 6.54 0.74 .138 .729 -.007 .187 .585 
22. Steer away 6.68 0.58 .181 .667 .203 .182 .552 
23. Talk more 6.68 0.68 .008 .646 .241 -.058 .479 
        

Factor 3: Mental Health Implications 
5. Threatening 6.37 0.99 .054 .125 .511 .366 .413 
12. Question health 6.16 1.22 .062 .067 .701 .150 .522 
13. Not doubt sanity 6.24 1.35 .156 .213 .593 -.005 .422 
14. Mental illness 6.41 0.92 .242 .136 .755 .137 .666 
18. Lying 6.40 0.90 .299 .288 .643 .107 .597 
        

Factor 4: Recognizable Phenomenon 
1. Surprised 5.47 1.59 .145 .042 .270 .794 .726 
2. Not Uncommon 5.48 1.26 .247 .169 .044 .652 .516 
3. What to make 5.29 1.49 .258 .154 .058 .795 .726 
15. Normalcy 5.95 1.05 .177 .180 .418 .536 .526 
 
 Considering the results of the EFA, I determined new labels for the final four factors on 

the KANDES-A: Factor 1, Real, Spiritually Beneficial Experience; Factor 2, 

Belief/Encouragement; Factor 3, Mental Health Implications; and Factor 4, Recognizable 

Phenomenon. I generated the names for the final factors based on the contents of the items, 

which composed each factor.  

 I labeled Factor 1, Real, Spiritually Beneficial Experience. I based this item on the 

frequent references in the literature that many NDErs are profoundly changed in a spiritual way 

after their NDEs (Foster et al., 2009; Greyson, 1997; Greyson et al., 2009; Noyes et al., 2009). 
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Frequently, NDErs report a shift from non-spiritual to spiritual or from traditionally religious to 

spiritual. Either way, a spiritual change often leads NDErs questioning their deepest held beliefs 

(Holden et al., 2009). Therefore, HPs possessing the attitude that NDEs are or are not a 

spiritually impactful and beneficial part of individuals’ life is an important aspect of 

measurement on the KANDES-A.  

 I labeled Factor 2, Believe and Encourage to Talk. I used this label based on NDE 

literature reports that others, including HPs, often meet NDErs’ disclosures of their NDEs with 

skepticism and disbelief (Brumm, 2006). Greyson and Liester (2004) reported that NDErs who 

had received some form of support seemed to have more positive views about their NDEs and 

their aftereffects. Brumm (2006) discussed that doubting or cynical responses about NDEs from 

others can lead to difficulty in physical and mental recovery. Therefore, it is important to assess 

this aspect of healthcare providers’ attitudes.  

 I labeled Factor 3, Mental Health Implications. I based this label on the importance of 

HPs demonstrating acceptance to their patients/clients and that research shows NDEs are 

unrelated to mental illness. Because many HPs do not receive education regarding transpersonal 

experiences, they may erroneously assume that the experience indicates mental illness. 

According to Atwater (2007), many NDErs worry that HPs will perceive them as mentally ill 

upon their disclosures of an NDE. Further, Atwater (2007) reported that “some near-death 

experiencers have been, and still are being, involuntarily committed to psychiatric institutions” 

upon revealing their experience. Thus, HPs’ attitudes about the mental health/pathology of 

NDErs are an important area of assessment. 

 I labeled Factor 4, Recognizable Phenomenon. I based this label on the ACA’s tenet that 

HPs, specifically counselors, are responsible for gaining the appropriate knowledge, skills 
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training, and awareness in working with diverse clients and presenting issues (ACA, 2005). In 

assessing HPs’ attitudes toward NDEs, gauging their potential to recognize an NDE as a 

phenomenon that exists is significant and, therefore, included as a factor on the KANDES-A.  

 I structured the scoring on the KANDES-A to be such that higher scores indicate a more 

positive attitude about NDEs. For example, if a respondent had a high score for Factor 2, the 

result would indicate a positive attitude about the importance of processing and disclosing an 

NDE. Because the desired response on many of the items varies – for some items the desired 

response is “completely agree” and for others the desired response is “completely disagree” – I 

assigned scores ranging from 1 – 7 for the different response options for each item. Therefore, an 

item with the desired response “completely disagree” would receive seven points for “completely 

disagree,” six points for “mostly disagree,” five points for “somewhat disagree,” four points for 

“neutral,” three points for “somewhat agree,” two points for “mostly agree,” and one point for 

“completely agree.” The same scoring assignment breakdown would apply to items with a 

desired response of “completely agree” except in the reverse order.  

Internal Consistency and Reliability for the Attitude Scale 

 I calculated coefficient alpha (Cronbach, 1951) on the four-factor version of the 

KANDES-A to determine reliability. I conducted Cronbach’s alpha on the entire KANDES-A, as 

well as on all four factors. Because some scale development researchers have suggested that 

Cronbach’s Alpha is not sufficient to determine the overall reliability of the entire scale, Clark 

and Watson (1995) suggested that scale developers additionally report inter-item correlation 

ranges and means. Therefore, I calculated Cronbach’s alpha, inter-item reliability means, and 

inter-item reliability ranges for each of the four factors of the KANDES-A.  
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 Inter-item correlations for KANDES-A. Using SPSS, I determined the total alpha for 

the KANDES-A to be .909, which according to Holden, Fekken, and Cotton (1991), is 

characterized as good reliability. Further, Nunnaly and Bernstein (1994) stated > .90 alpha is 

sufficient for making individual clinical decisions. Cronbach’s alpha for Factor 1 was .894, 

demonstrating good reliability, although lower than the whole KANDES-A’s alpha. According 

to Clark and Watson (1995), individual scales will yield lower Cronbach’s alphas than the whole 

instrument. Inter-item correlations for Factor 1: Real, Spiritual Experience ranged from .358 to 

.788 with a mean correlation of .512.  The inter-item correlation matrix is depicted in Table 11. 

Clark and Watson (1995) stated, “inter-item correlations should fall somewhere in the range of 

.15 to .50” (p. 316). Further, they suggested that to confirm unidimensionality, the inter-item 

correlations should closely gather around the mean value. Adhering to their guidelines, Factor 1 

demonstrated satisfactory unidimensionality and inter-item correlations.  

Table 11 
Inter-item Correlation Matrix for Factor 1: Real, Spiritual Experience 

Item 
6. 

Helpful 

8. 

Dream 

9. 

Object. real 

10. 

Imaginary 

11. 

Hallucination 

16. 

Not believe 

24. 

NDE 

4. Benevolent .577 .455 .518 .436 .488 .389 .424 

6. Helpful  .412 .433 .417 .450 .358 .457 

8. Dream   .626 .761 .788 .525 .417 

9. Object. real    .676 .603 .575 .440 

10. Imaginary     .749 .600 .414 

11. Hallucination      .533 .444 

16. Not believe       .365 

 
 Cronbach’s alpha for Factor 2: Believe and Encourage to Talk was .790, demonstrating 

acceptable reliability (Holden, Fekken, & Cotton, 1991). Inter-item correlations ranged from 

.296 to .572 and the mean correlation was .393 (See Table 12).  Adhering to previously stated 

guidelines; Factor 2 met the criteria for inter-item correlations. 
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Table 12 
Inter-item Correlation Matrix for Factor 2: Believe and Encourage to Talk 

Item 18. Honest 19. Avoid 20. Every opp. 21. Steer away 23. Talk more 

17. Truthful .572 .404 .390 .382 .326 

19. Honest  .327 .341 .364 .296 

20. Avoid   .472 .506 .360 

21. Every opportunity    .455 .343 

22. Steer away     .366 

 
 I calculated Cronbach’s alpha for Factor 3: Mental Health Implications as .736 

demonstrating acceptable reliability. Inter-item correlations ranged from .255 to .583 with a 

mean correlation .383 (See Table 13). Adhering to previously stated guidelines; Factor 3 met the 

criteria for inter-item correlations. 

Table 13 
Inter-item Correlation Matrix for Factor 3: Mental Health Implications 

Item 11. Question health 12. Not doubt sanity 13. Mental illness 18. Lying 

5. Threatening .265 .255 .382 .408 

12. Question health  .306 .492 .395 

13. Not doubt sanity   .419 .321 

14. Mental illness    .583 

 
 I calculated Cronbach’s alpha for Factor 4: Recognizable Phenomenon as .782 

demonstrating acceptable reliability. Inter-item correlations ranged from .403 to .694 with a 

mean correlation .287 (See Table 14). Adhering to previously stated guidelines; Factor 4 met the 

criteria for inter-item correlations. 
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Table 14 
Inter-item Correlation Matrix for Factor 4: Recognizable Phenomenon 

Item 2. Not uncommon 3. What to make 15. Normalcy 

1. Surprised .403 .694 .419 

2. Not Uncommon  .423 .504 

3. What to make   .427 

  
Test-Retest Reliability. To examine the stability of the KANDES-A, I calculated test-

retest reliability. A subgroup of respondents from the total sample (n = 36) completed the 

KANDES-A on two separate occasions varying from one week to 10 days in between 

completions. I calculated Pearson product-moment correlations for the entire instrument and 

each factor. Pearson’s r for the total KANDES-A was .748, demonstrating acceptable 

consistency according to Landis and Koch (1977). I also calculated test-retest reliability for each 

factor. All four factors demonstrated acceptable reliability. See Table 15 for the results of the 

test-retest evaluation for each domain.  

Table 15 
Test-retest Reliability for KANDES-A Factors 

Domain Number of items Pearson Correlation for test-retest 

1. NDE Content 8 .791 

2. NDE Aftereffects 6 .655 

3. NDE Occurrences 5 .775 

4. Close-Brush with Death 4 .665 

 

Knowledge Scale 

 For a reliable measurement of knowledge about a particular subject, expert consultation 

is a crucial component. This qualitative element yields constructs and items based on extensive 

knowledge about, experience with, and familiarity of the topic of the assessment instrument. To 

develop the KANDES-K, I consulted with leaders in the field of NDE research. Based on their 
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feedback, I extended my focus of the KANDES-K to include NDE occurrences and close-brush 

with death as main domains. I added items to each domain for the pilot and main studies. I 

designated items that the focus group identified as irrelevant for further examination and possible 

deletion. Finally, I modified items that the experts thought were confusing or poorly worded. The 

resulting scale aligned with current NDE research and literature. See Table 5 for a list of the 

items and domains that resulted from the focus group feedback.   

For the KANDES-K, higher score indicate elevated levels of knowledge about NDEs. 

Because the desired response on some items is “completely true,” and the desired response on 

other items is “completely false,” I assigned scores ranging from 1 – 5. A score of five points is 

given to each correct response, whether it is “completely true” or “completely false.” The scores 

range from five points for the most correct response to one for the most incorrect response. 

Internal Consistency and Reliability for the Knowledge Scale  

After reverse coding the data on the necessary items, I determined reliability data for the 

KANDES-K and conducted reliability analysis for each domain. The total alpha for the 

KANDES-K was .903, demonstrating very good reliability and internal consistency (Cronbach, 

1951; Holden et al., 1991). Clark and Watson (1995) also suggested the reporting of inter-item 

correlation ranges and means and alpha for each factor in order to establish more extensive 

reliability.  

 After conducting a thorough literature review and consulting with experts, I labeled 

Domain 1, NDE Content. The features of NDEs have been thoroughly explored and researched 

in the field of near-death studies (Holden et al., 2009). Findings show that NDErs encounter and 

report many similar components as other experiencers during their NDEs. I calculated 

Cronbach’s alpha as .816, which is acceptable reliability (Cronbach, 1951). Inter-item 
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correlations for Domain 1 ranged from .106 to .553 with a mean inter-item correlation of .321 

(see Table 17). According to Clark and Watson (1995), inter-item correlations means should fall 

in the .15 to .50 range. Therefore, the findings for Domain 1 adhere to these guidelines. 

Table 16 
Inter-item Correlation Matrix for Domain 1: NDE Content 

  2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 
 

Item Slow 
thinking 

Decision 
return 

Light 
fear 

Unusual 
unconditional 

Effects 
others 

Different 
earth time Hallucination Seeing 

hearing 

Point 
no 

return 
1.  Peacefulness .337 .418 .483 .407 .490 .417 .239 .452 .382 

2. Slow thinking  .299 .330 .261 .344 .192 .320 .152 .357 

3. Decision 
return 

  .227 .293 .553 .355 .252 .367 .526 

4. Light fear    .242 .268 .242 .158 .316 .196 

5. Unusual 
Unconditional 

    .335 .205 .294 .285 .288 

6. Effects others      .378 .322 .347 .461 

7. Different earth 
time 

      .128 .345 .358 

8. Hallucination        .106 .349 

9. Seeing hearing         .398 

 
 I labeled Domain 2, NDE Aftereffects based on expert opinion and an extensive literature 

review. Holden et al. (2009) reported that research conducted on the effects of NDEs has been 

one of the most extensive focuses of NDE literature. Noyes et al. (2009) dedicated an entire book 

chapter to reporting various studies regarding NDE aftereffects conducted over the past 30 years. 

I calculated Cronbach’s alpha for Domain 2 as .817, which demonstrated acceptable reliability. 

Inter-item correlations for Domain 2 ranged from .074 to .558 with a mean inter-item correlation 

of .328 (see Table 18). Adhering to previously stated guidelines; Domain 2 met the criteria for 

inter-item correlations. 
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Table 17 
Inter-item Correlation Matrix for Domain 2: NDE Aftereffects 

Item 
12. 

Prestige 
fame 

13. 
More 

competitive 

14. 
Profoundly 

change 

15. 
Compatible 

values 

16. 
No 
fear 

death 

17. 
Frustrated 

telling 

18. 
Less 

materialistic 

19. 
Career 
change 

11. Skepticism .127 .214 .146 .177 .074 .276 .206 .235 

12 Prestige 
fame 

 .527 .456 .340 .349 .133 .558 .355 

13. More 
competitive 

  .352 .346 .378 .261 .557 .419 

14. Profoundly 
change 

   .494 .399 .208 .426 .407 

15. Compatible 
values 

    .349 .255 .376 .383 

16. No fear 
death 

     .210 .546 .272 

17. Frustrated 
telling 

      .255 .312 

18. Less 
materialistic 

       .414 

 
I labeled Domain 3, Experiencer Characteristics. Holden et al. (2009) defined occurrence 

as the characteristics of people who have reported NDEs. Researchers frequently report and 

discuss the characteristics of NDErs as a part of their study, though these components are not 

always the primary focus of an NDE research study. Domain 3 yielded a Cronbach’s Alpha of 

.631, demonstrating a lower alpha level than the previous domains, yet still adequate for non-

clinical use according to original standards set by Nunnaly (1967) and Shrout (1998). Inter-item 

correlations ranged from .144 to .550 with an inter-item correlation mean of .299 (see Table 18). 

Adhering to previously stated guidelines; Domain 3 met the criteria for inter-item correlations. 

Table 18 
Inter-item Correlation Matrix for Domain 3: Experiencer Characteristics 

 Item 21. All ages 22. All races 23. Not children 

20. Women v men .144 .168 .224 
21. All ages  .550 .498 
22. All races   .211 
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I labeled Domain 4, Close-Brush with Death (CBD). The purpose of this scale is to assess 

whether or not respondents can correctly distinguish between a life-threatening encounter –such 

as a car accident or heart attack, and an NDE that meets the criteria on the NDE Scale (Greyson, 

1983a). Cronbach’s alpha for Domain 4 was .378, indicating low reliability (Nunnaly & 

Bernstein, 1994; Shrout, 1998). Inter-item correlations ranged from .157 to .381 with a mean 

correlation of .234 (see Table 19). Although inter-item correlations were acceptable, according to 

the standards determined by Nunnaly and Bernstein (1994), Cronbach’s alpha for Domain 4 was 

critically low. I reviewed the results of possibly eliminating individual items to increase 

Cronbach’s alpha for the domain, but none of the eliminations yielded a higher alpha. Therefore, 

I eliminated Domain 4, which consisted of items 24, 25, and 26. 

Table 19 
Inter-Item Correlation Matrix for Domain 4: Close-Brush with Death 

Item 
25. CBD no NDE 

 
26. Some CBD 

reports 

24. Same CBD .157 .165 
25. CBD no NDE  .381 
  

After eliminating all items on Domain 4, I recalculated Cronbach’s alpha for the 

KANDES-K. For the remaining 23 items on the KANDES-K, Cronbach’s alpha was .908, 

demonstrating good reliability and showing a slight increase from my first calculation which 

included Domain 4.  

Test-Retest Reliability. To examine the stability of the KANDES-K, I calculated test-

retest reliability. A subgroup of respondents from the total sample (n = 35) completed the 

KANDES-K for a second time varying from one week to 10 days in between completions. I 

calculated Pearson product-moment correlations for the entire instrument and each domain. 

Pearson’s r for the total KANDES-K was .812, demonstrating acceptable consistency according 
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to Landis and Koch (1977). I calculated test-retest reliability for all three remaining domains. 

Each domain demonstrated acceptable Pearson’s correlations, and I retained all domains and 

items. See Table 21 for the results of the test-retest evaluation for each domain.  

Table 20 
Test-retest Reliability for KANDES-K Domains 

Domain Number of items Pearson Correlation for test-retest 

1. NDE Content 10 .791 

2. NDE Aftereffects 9 .841 

3. Experiencer Characteristics 4 .775 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

Assessment instruments are an important component of research and healthcare. 

Constructing instruments that are psychometrically reliable and valid is crucial in creating an 

effective and useful assessment tool. A psychometrically developed instrument based on current 

NDE research intended to assess healthcare providers’ knowledge and attitudes about NDEs did 

not exist prior to this study. The goal of this study was to create an instrument that demonstrated 

theoretical compatibility in addition to acceptable levels of reliability and validity for both of the 

scales contained within the larger instrument. I exposed the Knowledge and Attitudes about 

Near-Death Experiences Scale – Attitude Scale (KANDES-A) and the KANDES-Knowledge 

Scale (KANDES-K) to rigorous analysis to ensure that they were both theoretically and 

psychometrically sound.  To guarantee a strong theoretical base for the KANDES, I created it 

with an expert in both the mental healthcare and NDE fields, and I submitted it to a panel of 

experts in two different forms of focus groups – virtual and conference call. To establish 

reliability and validity data, I conducted a variety of analysis. In the following section, I discuss 

the implications of the psychometric analysis results.  

Results of Data Analysis 

 Validity. The KANDES demonstrated sufficient validity evidence. To establish face and 

content validity, I submitted the KANDES to expert reviewers two times, once with the initial 

draft of the instrument and once after making changes resulting from our first conference call 

meeting. Each focus group member was an expert on NDEs – considered experts based on their 

contributions to the field of near-death studies and research and involvement with NDE 

organizations – and also represented various healthcare professions. Through the process of 
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expert review, I changed, added, and eliminated items. Experts commented on the content, 

wording, and usability of the items, domains, narrative, and instructions. I made changes based 

on their feedback, then conducted a conference call with the participants to discuss any unclear 

areas of their responses. Finally, I resubmitted the KANDES to the focus group members for 

their further feedback and made adjustments to the KANDES. After reviewing their final 

feedback, I proceeded with the pilot and main studies. Based on the small sample size of the pilot 

study, I only calculated Cronbach’s alpha, which met acceptable criteria. 

The KANDES-A attained adequate standards for factor structure through exploratory 

factor analysis (EFA) with acceptable levels of factor loadings without cross-loading on multiple 

factors. The EFA for the KANDES-A yielded a four-factor structure that measures four different 

domains of healthcare professionals’ attitudes. The final domains contribute to two research 

fields – near-death studies and healthcare.  

 Reliability. The KANDES - A and K demonstrated adequate overall reliability and 

reached acceptable inter-item correlations and means for each factor or domain. I conducted 

Cronbach’s alpha for the total scale of the KANDES-A and each factor, reaching acceptable 

levels of reliability in all instances. I calculated a good overall Cronbach’s Alpha for the 

KANDES-K and acceptable coefficient alphas for three domains. Inter-item correlations on each 

of the original domains proved acceptable. These calculations reflected a reliable instrument that 

measures what it is intended to measure. I also calculated test-retest reliability for the KANDES-

A and -K, which yielded acceptable Pearson correlations for the instrument.  

 Generalizability of Sample and Utility of the Instrument. The sample for this study 

consisted of master’s counseling students and counseling professionals. Both groups were 

represented almost equally: 49% and 47% respectively. Although the KANDES is intended for 
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use with many different healthcare professions, as an exploratory study, I chose to focus on a 

smaller sample under the healthcare umbrella. Therefore, the sample for this study was 

representative of the general population of interest.  

 It is difficult to know if the KANDES can be generalized to specific, underrepresented 

populations. Although multiple ethnicities and ages and both sexes were represented, the 

demographic make-up of this sample showed a majority of participants were Caucasian females 

– approximately 80%. However, I collected the data from a variety of geographic areas 

representing all five regions of the United States that CACREP has identified. Therefore, the 

sample should represent adequately a geographically diverse population.  

 I conducted extensive research to develop the KANDES in order to establish strong 

psychometric properties. Based on the results of this study, the KANDES does indeed measure 

respondents’ knowledge and attitudes about NDEs. Therefore, the KANDES could be 

appropriate for use as a pretest/posttest measure to assess the effectiveness of an intervention on 

individuals’ knowledge and attitudes about NDEs.  

Finally, the KANDES could be used to generate discussions in a classroom or continuing 

education environment.  Students could complete the KANDES and discuss their resulting 

scores. Although the KANDES is appropriate for use in various ways, further research should be 

conducted on the KANDES.  

 Recommendations for Future Study. Because the KANDES is a new instrument, 

additional studies to further develop its psychometric properties are necessary. One way to 

strengthen the KANDES is to expand the study to a larger population. The KANDES is intended 

to measure healthcare professionals’ knowledge and attitudes about NDEs. Therefore, future 

studies should extend to other healthcare professions.  
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 Although this study represented a geographically diverse population, it did not represent 

an ethnically diverse sample. Another area of study should involve submitting the KANDES to 

various ethnic groups in order to further generalize its usability and relevance. Characteristic of 

the counseling profession, males were underrepresented in the sample for this study. Future 

studies may want to focus on a more equally balanced representation of the sexes.  

Some researchers suggested that scale developers should not offer an “unsure” or “don’t 

know” response option. Suggesting that forcing responders to choose an answer will help in a 

more thorough analysis of the instrument and improve psychometric properties (Mondak, 2001). 

Therefore, another future study could involve resubmitting the KANDES to a different sample 

after eliminating the “unsure” response. Researchers could compare the results of a study without 

the an unsure option to the results of this study to see if the results, specifically the factor 

structure for the KANDES-A, remained the same or changed. 

 Because the KANDES-A had no a priori data, I used EFA to determine the factor 

structure. Future researchers could conduct a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to solidify the 

factor structure of the KANDES-A. After initially establishing reliability and validity data, Abell 

et al. (2009) suggested that a CFA is the next appropriate step in instrument development. 

 One final area of future study could be an analysis of the relationship between 

participants’ scores on the KANDES-A and the KANDES-K. Because the two scales measure 

different latent variables, researchers could compare participants’ results on each scale to 

examine whether or not any correlation exists between one’s score on the KANDES-A and one’s 

score on the KANDES-K. For example, researchers could assess to what extent, if any, an 

elevated level of knowledge is related to a more positive attitude or a low level of knowledge is 

correlated with a more negative attitude. 
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 Although not the primary focus of this study, the distribution data from participants’ 

responses may be of interest to readers. In Tables 21 and 22, I show the response results from the 

KANDES-A and -K respectively.  

Results indicated that many professional counselors' and counseling students' attitudes 

lean toward positive and their knowledge leans toward accurate. Results also indicate some 

negative attitudes and inaccurate knowledge that suggest that existing sources of information 

about NDEs are not adequate and that targeted education of counseling professionals and 

students is warranted and needed for counselors to work competently with NDEr clients. 
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Table 21 
KANDES-A Descriptive Statistics 

Item 
Response Options 

Mean Comp. 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Some. 
Disagree Unsure Some. 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Comp. 
Disagree 

1. Surprised 86 
33.6% 

76 
29.7% 

29 
11.3% 

17 
6.6% 

35 
13.7% 

12 
4.7% 

1 
.4% 2.527 

2. Not uncommon 59 
23.0% 

81 
31.6% 

66 
25.8% 

32 
12.5% 

10 
3.9% 

8 
3.1% 0 5.480 

3. What to make 1 
.4% 

7 
2.7% 

39 
15.2% 

30 
11.7% 

32 
12.5% 

88 
34.4% 

59 
23.0% 2.714 

4. Benevolent 32 
12.5% 

59 
23.0% 

45 
17.6% 

81 
31.6% 

11 
4.3% 

16 
6.3% 

12 
4.47% 4.703 

5. Threatening 
 0 2 

.8% 
2 

.8% 
14 

5.5% 
22 

8.6% 
57 

22.3% 
159 

62.1% 1.628 

6. Helpful 74 
28.9% 

84 
32.8% 

62 
24.2% 

29 
11.3% 

1 
.4% 

5 
2.0% 

1 
.4% 5.714 

7. Evil 1 
.4% 0 0 6 

2.3% 
5 

2.0% 
20 

7.8% 
224 

87.5% 1.210 

8. Dream 3 
1.2% 

12 
4.7% 

30 
11.7% 

42 
16.5% 

43 
16.8% 

65 
25.4% 

61 
23.8% 2.855 

9. Objective real 66 
25.8% 

76 
29.7% 

62 
24.2% 

32 
12.5% 

8 
3.1% 

10 
3.9% 

2 
.8% 5.476 

10. Imaginary 1 
.4% 

6 
2.3% 

18 
7.0% 

32 
12.5% 

45 
17.6% 

68 
26.6% 

86 
33.6% 2.414 

11. Hallucination 2 
.8% 

9 
3.5% 

32 
12.5% 

41 
16.0% 

42 
16.4% 

67 
26.2% 

63 
24.6% 2.793 

12. Question 
health 

4 
1.6% 

3 
1.2% 

6 
2.3% 

8 
3.1% 

23 
9.0% 

80 
31.3% 

132 
51.6% 1.832 

13. Not doubt 
sanity 

154 
60.2% 

67 
26.2% 

12 
4.7% 

7 
2.7% 

5 
2.0% 

4 
1.6% 

7 
2.7% 6.242 

14. Mental illness 0 0 4 
1.6% 

11 
4.3% 

20 
7.8% 

62 
24.2% 

159 
62.1% 1.589 

15. Normalcy 85 
33.2% 

106 
41.4% 

41 
16.0% 

17 
6.6% 

5 
2.0% 

1 
.4% 

1 
.4% 5.945 

16. Not believe 2 
.8% 

6 
2.3% 

10 
3.9% 

21 
8.2% 

29 
11.3% 

68 
26.6% 

120 
46.9% 2.058 

17. Truthful 141 
55.1% 

82 
32.0% 

22 
8.6% 

8 
3.1% 

1 
.4% 

2 
.8% 0 6.359 

18. Lying 0 0 4 
1.6% 

11 
4.3% 

15 
5.9% 

74 
28.9% 

152 
59.4% 1.597 

19. Honest 144 
56.3% 

85 
33.2% 

20 
7.8% 

4 
1.6% 

1 
.4% 

1 
.4% 

1 
.4% 6.406 

20. Avoid  0 2 
.8% 0 2 

.8% 
6 

2.3% 
56 

21.9% 
190 

74.2% 1.328 

21. Every 
opportunity 

169 
66% 

64 
25% 

18 
7% 

3 
1.2% 

2 
.8% 0 0 6.543 

22. Steer away 0 0 0 1 
.4% 

13 
5.1% 

51 
19.1% 

191 
74.6% 1.312 

23. Talk more 192 
75% 

51 
19.9% 

11 
4.3% 

1 
.4% 0 0 1 

.4% 6.679 

24. NDE 95 
37.1% 

75 
29.3% 

57 
22.3% 

23 
9% 

3 
1.2% 

2 
.8% 

1 
.4% 5.882 

N = 256 
Note: Bolded font indicates positive attitude toward NDEs.  
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Table 22 
KANDES-K Descriptive Statistics 

Item 
Response options 

Mean 
Comp. True Some. True Unsure Some. False Comp. False 

1. Skepticism 210 
82% 

38 
14.8% 

7 
2.7% 0 0 4.803 

2. Slow thinking 8 
3.1% 

22 
8.6% 

108 
42.2% 

73 
28.6% 

44 
17.2% 

3.482 

3. Return decision 50 
19.8% 

98 
38.7% 

87 
34.4% 

20 
7.9% 0 3.698 

4. Light fear 1 
0.4% 

15 
5.9% 

66 
26.1% 

99 
39.1% 

74 
29.2% 

3.902 

5. Prestige fame 2 
7.9% 

4 
15.8% 

69 
27.3% 

94 
37.2% 

86 
34% 

4.011 

6. Seeing/hearing 132 
52.2% 

89 
35.2% 

29 
11.5% 

5 
1.9% 0 4.364 

7. More competitive 0 6 
2.3% 

122 
47.4% 

66 
26.1% 

61 
24.1% 

3.713 

8. Profoundly changed 82 
32.4% 

104 
41.1% 

54 
21.3% 

13 
5.1% 

2 
7.9% 

3.984 

9. Unusual 
unconditional 

13 
5.1% 

29 
11.5% 

66 
26.1% 

73 
28.9% 

74 
29.2% 

3.651 

10. Compatible values 1 
0.4% 

21 
8.3% 

79 
31.2% 

122 
48.2% 

32 
12.6% 

3.639 

11. Less materialistic 63 
24.9% 

101 
39.9% 

86 
33.9% 

5 
1.9% 0 3.871 

12. Career change 0 11 
4.3% 

60 
23.7% 

119 
47.0% 

65 
25.7% 

3.933 

13. No fear death 55 
21.7% 

71  
28.0% 

86 
33.9% 

36 
14.2% 

7 
2.7% 

3.513 

14. Effects on others 49 
19.4% 

97 
38.3% 

103 
40.7% 

6 
2.3% 0 3.741 

15. Point of no return 43 
16.9% 

72 
28.5% 

130 
51.4% 

10 
3.9% 0 3.580 

16. Hallucination 3 
1.2% 

52 
20.6% 

116 
45.9% 

49 
19.4% 

34 
13.4% 

3.232 

17. Peacefulness 105 
41.5% 

109 
43.1% 

40 
15.8% 

1 
0.4% 0 4.247 

18. Different time 68 
26.9% 

107 
42.2% 

75 
29.6% 

5 
1.9% 0 3.933 

19. Frustrated telling 92 
36.4% 

109 
43.1% 

41 
16.2% 

13 
5.1% 0 4.098 

20. Same CBD 50 
19.8% 

75 
29.6% 

32 
12.6% 

47 
18.6% 

50 
19.8% 

2.889 

21. CBD w/o NDE 174 
68.8% 

58 
22.9% 

19 
7.5% 

3 
1.2% 0 4.587 

22. CBD by some 124 
49.0% 

97 
38.3% 

30 
11.8% 

2 
0.8% 0 4.356 

23. Women v. men 5 
1.9% 

31 
12.3% 

179 
70.8% 

12 
4.7% 

127 
50.2% 

3.098 

24. All ages 148 
58.5% 

65 
25,7% 

41 
16.2% 0 0 4.421 

25. Races 148 
58.5% 

63 
24.9% 

42 
16.6% 

1 
0.4% 0 4.409 

26. Not children 11 
4.3% 

5 
1.9% 

53 
20.9% 

39 
15.4% 

146 
57.7% 

4.197 

N = 255 
Note: Bolded font indicates correct response. 
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Limitations 

  One limitation in this study was that no comparable instrument exists with which to 

compare results to establish criterion validity. After a thorough literature review, I was able to 

find only one instrument that measured individuals’ knowledge and attitudes about NDEs 

(Thornburg, 1987). However, NDE experts considered her instrument outdated based on current 

NDE research (Bruce Greyson & Jan Holden, personal communication, August 15, 2011) and 

inappropriate as a measurement against which to compare the KANDES.  

In my review of literature regarding instrument development, I did not find any articles or 

books specifically outlining knowledge scale development procedures.  Therefore, one limitation 

was that I did not have a structured set of guidelines to follow when I developed the KANDES-

K. While I established face and content validity, I primarily conducted reliability calculations for 

the KANDES-K. Therefore, the knowledge scale was theoretically and qualitatively developed – 

through focus group submission – rather than psychometrically proven.  

A final limitation of this study is potential bias in the population that chose to participate. 

Specifically, members of the organizations that I invited to participate may have more positive 

attitudes and increased knowledge about NDEs than an average healthcare provider. Suggested 

by their membership in ASERVIC or ACC, these participants may be more familiar with certain 

transpersonal subject matter and my be generally more welcoming or accepting of transpersonal 

experiences. 

Conclusion and Implications  

 The KANDES adheres to psychometric standards for new instrument creation. I 

established face and content validity of the KANDES through expert review. The focus group 

members agreed that both the KANDES-A and K represented accurate NDE research, and that 
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the KANDES-A accurately represented potential healthcare professionals’ responses or outlooks. 

Therefore, the KANDES is a philosophically and theoretically sound instrument. The KANDES-

A and -K and each scale’s domains yielded adequate reliability, suggesting that both scales are 

appropriate for use in future assessment research about various healthcare professionals’ 

attitudes and knowledge about NDEs. Further, the KANDES could be used to assess the effects 

of various interventions intended to improve or increase individuals’ knowledge or attitudes 

about NDEs. 

 I established extensive validity and appropriate factor structure for the KANDES-A 

through EFA. In addition to Cronbach’s alpha, I showed adequate inter-item correlations and 

means for each factor on the KANDES -A and -K. Finally, I established consistency for the 

KANDES by calculating adequate levels of test-retest reliability. Because I established 

psychometric properties for both the KANDES -A and -K, each scale can be used separately, if 

researchers desire to measure only one of these constructs.  
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APPENDIX A 

KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDE TOWARD NEAR-DEATH EXPERIENCE SCALE 
(ORIGINAL INSTRUMENT) 
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Pilot and Main Study KANDES (pending Focus Group revisions): 

  
 

KANDES  
 

Attitude Scale 
 
Imagine that you are learning the history of a new adult client or patient (hereafter referred to as 
“client”). The client describes having been in a serious car accident three years prior, and that 
while physically unconscious at the accident scene, the client had a very real experience of being 
outside the body, feeling profoundly calm, seeing people’s efforts to rescue the client’s body, 
and meeting a deceased grandparent who communicated that the client couldn’t stay and had to 
return to physical life; the next thing the client remembers was regaining consciousness several 
hours later in the hospital. 
 
What would your reactions be to hearing this account? Be sure each answer is as you wish before 
proceeding to the next; once you answer a question, you won’t be able to go back to previous 
ones. 
 
Response choices: completely disagree (CD), mostly disagree (MD), or somewhat disagree (SD); 
neutral (N); somewhat agree (SA), mostly agree (MA), or completely agree (CA). 
 
 

 CD MD SD N SA MA CA 

I would be surprised or 
confused by what my 
client/patient was describing. 

       

I would recognize what my 
client described as a kind of 
experience that people 
sometimes have. 

       

I would think the experience 
came from an ultimately 
benevolent spiritual source. 

       

I would consider the 
experience spiritually 
threatening or sinister. 

       

I would believe it was a valid 
and potentially helpful 
spiritual experience. 

       

I would not know what to 
make of what my client was 
describing. 
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I would question my client’s 
mental health for having had 
the experience. 

       

I would consider it a 
possibility that the 
experience was or might 
have been real. 

       

I would consider it a dream, 
hallucination, or other unreal 
experience. 

       

I would not believe the 
experience was or could be 
real. 

       

I would not doubt my client’s 
sanity just for having had the 
experience. 

       

I would consider the 
experience a sign of mental 
illness. 

       

I would consider the 
experience to be evil or "of 
the devil." 

       

I would consider such an 
experience to be 
psychologically normal 
rather than abnormal. 

       

I would believe the 
experience was real or could 
be real. 

       

I would recognize it as, or 
even call it, a near-death 
experience. 
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Knowledge Scale 
 

Response choices: completely disagree (CD), mostly disagree (MD), or somewhat disagree (SD); 
neutral (N); somewhat agree (SA), mostly agree (MA), or completely agree (CA). 
 

 CD MD SD N SA MA CA 

During a near-death experience 
(NDE), people often 
experience a deep level of 
peacefulness. 

       

During an NDE, people often 
experience their thinking to be 
slower and less clear. 

       

During an NDE, people often 
experience making a decision 
whether or not to come back to 
their bodies. 

       

Near-death experiencers 
(NDErs) frequently report 
feeling a deep sense of fear 
when encountering the light 
during their experience. 

       

It is common for people who 
have experienced an NDE to 
be more interested in prestige 
and fame after their NDE. 

       

People have reported seeing 
and hearing things during their 
NDEs that occurred in the 
operating room while they 
were unconscious, such as in a 
coma or deeply anesthetized. 

       

People who experience NDEs 
often become more 
competitive after their 
experience. 

       

The vast majority of people 
who experience NDEs are 
profoundly changed for 
decades after the experience. 

       

It is unusual for people who 
experience NDEs to have a 
profound sensation of 
unconditional love during their 
NDE. 
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 CD MD SD N SA MA CA 

Individuals’ values before an 
NDE are usually compatible 
with their values after the 
NDE. 

       

It is common for people who 
have experienced an NDE to 
be less materialistic after their 
NDEs. 

       

It would be unusual for 
someone to change their career 
in the aftermath of an NDE. 

       

It is common for people who 
have experienced an NDE to 
have no fear of death. 

       

During an NDE, many people 
feel the effects they had on 
other people throughout their 
lives. 

       

NDEs occur in both men and 
women and in people of all 
races. 

       

NDErs often report 
encountering a “point of no 
return” during their NDEs. 

       

NDErs frequently report that 
their experience was like a 
hallucination or a drug-induced 
state. 

       

NDErs’ disclosures of their 
experiences are often met with 
skepticism and disbelief from 
significant others. 

       

NDErs often report that time 
during their NDE occurred 
faster than “Earth time.” 

       

It is common for NDErs to feel 
frustrated when trying to 
describe their NDEs to other 
people. 

       

 
Please select a personal identification number (PIN) that you will be able to remember and use to 
re-complete this scale in one week. 
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[Online participants only:] Please provide an email address where I may send you a reminder to 
complete the second part of the study. 
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DEMOGRAPHICS INFORMATION QUESTIONNAIRE 
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Pilot and Main Study Phases: 
 

Demographics Information Questionnaire 
 

D1.  Professional credentials. I am:  
o A master’s student counselor who has completed at least 6 credit hours in my master’s 

counseling program. 
o A Licensed Counselor and/or Nationally Certified Counselor. 
o Other, please specify ____________________ 

 
D2.  Sex 

o Male  
o Female  

 
D3. What is your age in years? 
 

 

 

D4.  Which of the following best describes your ethnicity? 
o Asian 
o Black/African-American 
o Hispanic or Latino/a 
o Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 
o White, European heritage 
o Other (please specify):______________________ 
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LETTER TO PROGRAMS  
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Dear Counseling Program Director, 
 
My name is Laura Pace, and I am a doctoral candidate in the Counseling Program at the 
University of North Texas. I am currently working on my dissertation and would like to invite 
your master’s-level and doctoral level counseling students and your faculty to participate in my 
study.  
 
I am developing an instrument that will assess student counselors’ and practicing counselors’ 
knowledge and attitudes about certain transpersonal experiences. Students and faculty members 
who choose to participate in this study will complete the instrument online; the link is provided 
in the attached email invitation. Participation in this study is in two parts that should require no 
more than a total of 45 minutes. Participants who complete both parts may enter a drawing for 
one of three $50 Visa gift cards. 
 
Although the topic of transpersonal experiences may be emotionally evocative, no foreseeable 
risks are involved in this study. Participants will contribute to two fields of study: health care and 
transpersonal experience research.  
 
If you are willing to forward the attached invitation to your students and faculty, I would very 
much appreciate it. Please let me know one way or the other. Thank you for your time. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Laura Pace 
Doctoral Candidate 
Counseling Program 
University of North Texas 
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RECRUITMENT LETTER TO FACULTY, STUDENT, AND PROFESSIONAL 

COUNSELORS 
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Hello, 
 
My name is Laura Pace, and I am a doctoral candidate in the University of North Texas 
Counseling Program. I am looking for individuals to participate in my dissertation study. If you 
are 
 

-  a professional counselor who is currently licensed or nationally certified, or 
-  a master’s-level counseling student in a CACREP-accredited counseling program who 

has completed 6 credit hours of counseling classes,  
 
I hope you will participate in my study.  
 
I am developing an instrument regarding student counselors’ and practicing counselors’ 
knowledge and attitudes about certain transpersonal experiences. Participation is in two parts that 
should take a total of no more than 45 minutes and will contribute to two fields of study: health 
care and transpersonal experience research. 
 
Once you have completed both parts, you may enter a drawing for one of three $50 Visa gift 
cards by providing an email address where, if you win, I can contact you to get a postal address 
to mail you the card.  
 
To participate in this study, please go to [URL].  
 
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me at Laura.Pace@unt.edu or my major 
professor, Dr. Jan Holden, at jan.holden@unt.edu. I greatly appreciate you willingness to 
participate!  
 
Thank you for your time and consideration, 
 
 
Laura Pace 
Doctoral Candidate 
Counseling Program 
University of North Texas 
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NOTICE OF INFORMED CONSENT – MAIN STUDY 
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University of North Texas Institutional Review Board 

Informed Consent Notice 

Before agreeing to participate in this research study, it is important that you read and understand 
the following explanation of the purpose, benefits and risks of the study and how it will be 
conducted.   

Title of Study:  Development of a Instrument to Assess Knowledge and Attitudes About Certain 
Transpersonal Experiences 

Principal Investigator:  Dr. Jan Holden, University of North Texas (UNT) Department of 
Counseling and Higher Education.  

Purpose of the Study: You are being asked to participate in a research study that involves the 
development of an instrument that will assess participants’ knowledge of and attitudes toward 
certain transpersonal experiences.  

Study Procedures: Participation is entirely online. You will be asked to provide demographic 
information such as your age, ethnicity, sex, and professional/student status and to complete two 
times – a week apart – a Scale consisting of 36 items about your reactions to a vignette that you 
will read. Participation in this study should take a total of no more than 45 minutes.   

Foreseeable Risks: Though no risks are foreseen, the potential risks involved in this study are 
possible slight discomfort with the subject matter. If you experience any discomfort while 
completing the survey, you may stop at anytime and/or contact the Principal Investigator using 
the contact information below.  
 
Benefits to the Subjects or Others: Participation in this study is not expected to be of any direct 
benefit to you. Your participation will contribute to two fields of study: professional healthcare 
and transpersonal experience research.  
 
Procedures for Maintaining Confidentiality of Research Records: Participation in this study 
is completely confidential; your personal identifying information will not be requested anywhere 
on the survey. You may be asked to provide an email address where I can contact you to remind 
you to complete the Scale a second time. The confidentiality of your individual information will 
be maintained in any publications or presentations regarding this study.  

Questions about the Study: If you have any questions about the study, you may 
contact Dr. Jan Holden at telephone number 940-565-2919 or email 
jan.holden@unt.edu.  

Review for the Protection of Participants: This research study has been 
reviewed and approved by the UNT Institutional Review Board (IRB).  The UNT 
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IRB can be contacted at (940) 565-3940 with any questions regarding the rights of 
research subjects.  

Research Participants’ Rights: 

Your specification of “yes, I agree to participate in this study” below indicates 
that you have read, or have had read to you, all of the above and that you confirm 
all of the following:  

• Dr. Jan Holden has explained the study to you and answered all of your 
questions.  You have been told the possible benefits and the potential risks 
and/or discomforts of the study.  

• You understand that you do not have to take part in this study, and your 
refusal to participate or your decision to withdraw will involve no penalty 
or loss of rights or benefits.  The study personnel may choose to stop your 
participation at any time.  

• Your decision whether to participate or to withdraw from the study will 
have no effect on your grade or standing in any course. 

• You understand why the study is being conducted and how it will be 
performed.   

• You understand your rights as a research participant and you voluntarily 
consent to participate in this study.  

 

o Yes, I agree to participate in this study 
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NOTICE OF INFORMED CONSENT – PILOT STUDY 

ONLINE CONSENT 
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University of North Texas Institutional Review Board 

Informed Consent Notice 

Before agreeing to participate in this research study, it is important that you read and understand 
the following explanation of the purpose, benefits and risks of the study and how it will be 
conducted.   

Title of Study:  Development of a Instrument to Assess Knowledge and Attitudes About Certain 
Transpersonal Experiences 

Principal Investigator:  Dr. Jan Holden, University of North Texas (UNT) Department of 
Counseling and Higher Education.  

Purpose of the Study: You are being asked to participate in the pilot portion of a research study 
that involves the development of an instrument that will assess participants’ knowledge of and 
attitudes toward certain transpersonal experiences. 

Study Procedures: Participation is entirely online. You will be asked to provide demographic 
information such as your age, ethnicity, sex, and professional/student status and to complete two 
times – a week apart – a Scale consisting of 36 items about your reactions to a vignette that you 
will read. Participation in this study should take a total of no more than 45 minutes.   

Foreseeable Risks: Though no risks are foreseen, the potential risks involved in this study are 
possible slight discomfort with the subject matter. If you experience any discomfort while 
completing the survey, you may stop at anytime and/or contact the Principal Investigator using 
the contact information below.  
 
Benefits to the Subjects or Others: Participation in this study is not expected to be of any direct 
benefit to you. Your participation will contribute to two fields of study: professional healthcare 
and transpersonal experience research.  
 
Procedures for Maintaining Confidentiality of Research Records: Participation in this study 
is completely confidential; your personal identifying information will not be requested anywhere 
on the survey. You may be asked to provide an email address where I can contact you to remind 
you to complete the Scale a second time. The confidentiality of your individual information will 
be maintained in any publications or presentations regarding this study.  

Questions about the Study: If you have any questions about the study, you may 
contact Dr. Jan Holden at telephone number 940-565-2919 or email 
jan.holden@unt.edu.  

Review for the Protection of Participants: This research study has been 
reviewed and approved by the UNT Institutional Review Board (IRB).  The UNT 
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IRB can be contacted at (940) 565-3940 with any questions regarding the rights of 
research subjects.  

Research Participants’ Rights: 

Your specification of “yes, I agree to participate in this study” below indicates 
that you have read, or have had read to you, all of the above and that you confirm 
all of the following:  

• Dr. Jan Holden has explained the study to you and answered all of your 
questions.  You have been told the possible benefits and the potential risks 
and/or discomforts of the study.  

• You understand that you do not have to take part in this study, and your 
refusal to participate or your decision to withdraw will involve no penalty 
or loss of rights or benefits.  The study personnel may choose to stop your 
participation at any time.  

• Your decision whether to participate or to withdraw from the study will 
have no effect on your grade or standing in any course. 

• You understand why the study is being conducted and how it will be 
performed.   

• You understand your rights as a research participant and you voluntarily 
consent to participate in this study.  

 

o Yes, I agree to participate in this study 
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University of North Texas Institutional Review Board 

Informed Consent Form  

Before agreeing to participate in this research study, it is important that you read and understand 
the following explanation of the purpose, benefits and risks of the study and how it will be 
conducted.   

Title of Study: Development of an Instrument to Assess Knowledge and Attitudes About 
Certain Transpersonal Experiences 

Principal Investigator:  Dr. Jan Holden, University of North Texas (UNT) Department of 
Counseling and Higher Education.  

Purpose of the Study: You are being asked to participate in the pilot portion of a research study 
that involves the development of an instrument that will assess participants’ knowledge of and 
attitudes toward certain transpersonal experiences.  

Study Procedures: You will be asked to provide demographic information such as your age, 
ethnicity, sex, and professional/student status and to complete a survey consisting of 36 items 
about your reactions to a vignette that you will read. Participation in this study should take no 
more than 45 minutes. 

Foreseeable Risks: Though no risks are foreseen, the potential risks involved in this study are 
possible slight discomfort with the subject matter. If you experience any discomfort while 
completing the survey, you may stop at anytime and/or contact the Principal Investigator using 
the contact information below.  
 
Benefits to the Subjects or Others: Although this study is not expected to be of any direct 
benefit to you, your participation will contribute to two fields of study: professional healthcare 
and transpersonal experience research.  
 
Procedures for Maintaining Confidentiality of Research Records: Participation in this study 
is completely confidential; your personal identifying information will not be requested anywhere 
on the survey. The confidentiality of your individual information will be maintained in any 
publications or presentations regarding this study.  

Questions about the Study: If you have any questions about the study, you may 
contact Dr. Jan Holden at telephone number 940-565-2910 or email 
jan.holden@unt.edu.  

Review for the Protection of Participants: This research study has been 
reviewed and approved by the UNT Institutional Review Board (IRB).  The UNT 
IRB can be contacted at (940) 565-3940 with any questions regarding the rights of 
research subjects.  
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Research Participants’ Rights: 

Your signature below indicates that you have read, or have had read to you, all of 
the above and that you confirm all of the following:  

• Dr. Jan Holden has explained the study to you and answered all of your 
questions.  You have been told the possible benefits and the potential risks 
and/or discomforts of the study.  

• You understand that you do not have to take part in this study, and your 
refusal to participate or your decision to withdraw will involve no penalty 
or loss of rights or benefits.  The study personnel may choose to stop your 
participation at any time.  

• Your decision whether to participate or to withdraw from the study will 
have no effect on your grade or standing in any course. 

• You understand why the study is being conducted and how it will be 
performed.   

• You understand your rights as a research participant and you voluntarily 
consent to participate in this study.  

 

________________________________                                                             
Printed Name of Participant 

________________________________                                ____________         
Signature of Participant                                      Date 

 

For the Investigator or Designee: 

I certify that I have reviewed the contents of this form with the subject signing 
above.  I have explained the possible benefits and the potential risks and/or 
discomforts of the study.  It is my opinion that the participant understood the 
explanation.   

______________________________________                    ____________                 
Signature of Investigator or Designee    Date 
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University of North Texas Institutional Review Board 

Informed Consent Notice  

Before agreeing to participate in this research study, it is important that you read and understand 
the following explanation of the purpose, benefits, and risks of the study and how it will be 
conducted.   

Title of Study: Development of an Instrument to Assess Knowledge and Attitudes About Near-
Death Experiences (KANDES) 

Investigator:  Jan Holden, University of North Texas (UNT) Department of Counseling and 
Higher Education.  

Purpose of the Study: You are being asked to participate in a research study that involves 
analysis of a new scale intended to assess healthcare professionals’ (HPs) knowledge and 
attitudes about near-death experiences (NDEs).  

Study Procedures: You will be asked to review the KANDES and provide critical analysis 
regarding proposed items. This initial online task should take no more than one hour of your 
time. After completing the initial analysis, you will be asked to participate in a conference call to 
discuss the KANDES and your opinions/suggestions regarding any additions, deletions, or 
modifications of the proposed items with the KANDES creators; the call should take no more 
than 60 minutes. 

Foreseeable Risks: No foreseeable risks are involved in this study. 
 
Benefits to the Subjects or Others: Although this study is not expected to be of any direct 
benefit to you, it will benefit the field of near-death studies by resulting in an instrument that can 
be used research in research and in healthcare practice. 
  
Compensation for Participants: None  
 
Procedures for Maintaining Confidentiality of Research Records: Except for 
acknowledgment of your contribution to this research in any publications or presentations 
resulting from it, the confidentiality of your individual information and your contributions to this 
research will be maintained in any publications or presentations regarding this study.  

Questions about the Study: If you have any questions about the study, you may 
contact Dr. Jan Holden at jan.holden@unt.edu or 940-565-2910 or Laura Pace at 
laura.pace@unt.edu or 214-924-2264. 

Review for the Protection of Participants: This research study has been 
reviewed and approved by the UNT Institutional Review Board (IRB).  The UNT 
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IRB can be contacted at (940) 565-3940 with any questions regarding the rights of 
research subjects.  

Research Participants’ Rights: 

Your participation in the survey confirms that you have read all of the above and 
that you agree to all of the following:  

• Dr. Jan Holden has explained the study to you and you have had an 
opportunity to contact her with any questions about the study. You have 
been informed of the possible benefits and the potential risks of the study.  

• You understand that you do not have to take part in this study, and your 
refusal to participate or your decision to withdraw will involve no penalty 
or loss of rights or benefits.  The study personnel may choose to stop your 
participation at any time.  

• You understand why the study is being conducted and how it will be 
performed.   

• You understand your rights as a research participant and you voluntarily 
consent to participate in this study.  

• You understand you may print a copy of this form for your records.   

 

o Yes, I agree to participate in this study 
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APPENDIX I 

KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDES TOWARD NEAR-DEATH EXPERIENCES – FOCUS 

GROUP SURVEY 

(KANDES – FOCUS GROUP SURVEY) 

Focus Group Phase 1: 
 

KANDES Evaluation Form 
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Attitude Subscale 

 
The Knowledge and Attitudes About Near-Death Experiences Scale (KANDES) begins with the 
Attitude subscale. According to the NDE literature, healthcare professionals (HPs) historically 
have had mixed dispositions/attitudes when patients/clients have disclosed NDEs to them. After 
examining the literature, Jan Holden and I identified four broad categories of potentially helpful 
or harmful HPs’ responses to client/patient disclosures of NDEs:  

- Label: whether or not the HP recognizes and labels an NDE as such when a client/patient 
discloses an NDE to the HP;  

- Real: whether or not the HP considers the NDE to be real or potentially real; 
- Diagnosis: whether or not the HP considers the NDE to be an indication of mental illness; 

and  
- Spiritual: whether the HP considers NDEs to be actually or potentially spiritually 

benevolent or malevolent.  
In the following section, four items appear under each category. In the space provided below, 
please comment on the relevance and comprehensiveness of these four categories in representing 
HPs' responses/attitudes towards NDE disclosure. If you think we should consider an additional 
category, please include the category and a brief rationale regarding its addition.  
 

 

 
The Attitude subscale begins with a narrative. Please read and comment on the clarity and 
accuracy of the narrative: 
 
Imagine that you are learning the history of a new adult client or patient (hereafter referred to 
as “client”). The client describes having been in a serious car accident three years prior, and 
that while physically unconscious at the accident scene, the client had a very real experience of 
being outside the body, feeling profoundly calm, seeing people’s efforts to rescue the client’s 
body, and meeting a deceased grandparent who communicated that the client couldn’t stay and 
had to return to physical life; the next thing the client remembers was regaining consciousness 
several hours later in the hospital. 
 
What would your reactions be to hearing this account? Be sure each answer is as you wish 
before proceeding to the next; once you answer a question, you won’t be able to go back to 
previous ones. 
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Comment: 
 

 

 
In the following section, each item appears as it currently does in the instrument but not in the 
same order as in the instrument. Your task is not to respond to the item itself but rather to read it 
carefully, noting (1) relevance to the subscale category, and (2) clarity of the wording. After you 
read each item, please respond to the two questions that follow it: one multiple choice and one 
short answer. 

 
1. 

Is this item relevant to the subscale category "label"? 

o Item is relevant to subscale category 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes.’ If not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 

 

 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

I would be 
surprised or 
confused by what 
my client was 
describing. 
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2. 

Is this item relevant to the subscale category "label"? 

o Item is relevant to subscale category 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes,' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 

 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree Neutral 

Somewhat 
Agree 

Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

I would recognize 
what the client 
described as a kind 
of experience that 
people sometimes 
have. 
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3.  

Is this item relevant to the subscale category "spiritual"? 

o Item is relevant to subscale category 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes,' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 

 

 

 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree Neutral 

Somewhat 
Agree 

Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

I would think the 
experience came 
from an ultimately 
benevolent spiritual 
source. 
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4. 

Is this item relevant to the subscale category "spiritual"? 

o Item is relevant to subscale category 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes,' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 

 

 

 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

I would consider the 
experience spiritual-
ly threatening or 
sinister. 
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5. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

I would believe it 
was a valid and 
potentially helpful 
spiritual experience. 

              

Is this item relevant to the subscale category "spiritual"? 

o Item is relevant to subscale category 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes,' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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6. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

I wouldn’t know 
what to make of 
what my client was 
describing. 

              

Is this item relevant to the subscale category "label"? 

o Item is relevant to subscale category 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes,' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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7. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

I would question my 
client’s mental 
health for having 
had the experience. 

              

Is this item relevant to the subscale category "diagnosis"? 

o Item is relevant to subscale category 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes,' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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8. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

I would consider it a 
possibility that the 
experience was or 
might have been 
real. 

              

Is this item relevant to the subscale category "real"? 

o Item is relevant to subscale category 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes,' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item.  
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9. 

 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral Somewhat 
Agree 

Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

I would consider it a 
dream, 
hallucination, or 
other unreal 
experience. 

              

Is this item relevant to the subscale category "real"? 
o Item is relevant to subscale category 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes,' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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10. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

I would not believe 
the experience was 
or could be real. 

              

Is this item relevant to the subscale category "real"? 

o Item is relevant to subscale category 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes,' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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11. 
 

 
Is this item relevant to the subscale category "diagnosis"? 

o Item is relevant to subscale category 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes,' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 

 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

I would not doubt 
my sanity just for 
having had the 
experience. 
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12. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

I would consider the 
experience a sign of 
mental illness. 

              

 

Is this item relevant to the subscale category "diagnosis"? 
o Item is relevant to subscale category 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes,' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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13. 

 

Is this item relevant to the subscale category "spiritual"? 
o Item is relevant to subscale category 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes,' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
 

 

 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

I would consider the 
experience to be evil 
or "of the devil." 
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14. 
 

 
Completely 

Disagree 
Mostly 

Disagree 
Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

I would consider 
such an experience 
to be psychologically 
normal rather than 
abnormal. 

              

Is this item relevant to the subscale category "diagnosis"? 

o Item is relevant to subscale category 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes,' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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15. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

I would believe the 
experience was real 
or could be real. 

              

 

Is this item relevant to the subscale category "real"? 
o Item is relevant to subscale category 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes,' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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16. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

I would recognize it 
as, or even call it a 
near-death 
experience. 

              

 
Is this item relevant to the subscale category “label”? 

o Item is relevant to subscale category 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes,' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
 

 
 
  
Based on your opinion and current NDE literature, does any other category or specific item 
regarding HPs possible attitudes/responses toward NDErs or NDE disclosures need to be 
represented that seems to be missing from this instrument? If not, please write 'no.' If so, please 
write you suggestion(s) below by including category addition(s) and specific wording of 
suggested items along with a brief rationale for your suggestions. 
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Knowledge Subscale 
 

Based on NDE literature and research, we have identified two areas of NDE knowledge: NDE 
contents – common elements that NDErs encounter during their NDEs, and NDE aftereffects – 
post-NDE changes in NDErs’ personal beliefs and values, outlooks on life and death, views of 
self and others, and changes in relationships with and behavior toward others. To begin this 
portion of the focus group, please comment on the comprehensiveness of these two subcategories 
regarding knowledge about NDEs. Please note whether or not you think these two categories are 
sufficient and relevant and, if not, what other category/categories you recommend. 
 

 

 
 
 
In the following section, each item appears as it currently does in the instrument but not in the 
same order as in the instrument. Some items are intended to correspond to NDE research 
findings, and others are intended to contradict NDE research findings. Your task is not to 
respond to the item itself but rather to read it carefully, noting (1) relevance to the subscale 
category, (2) correspondence to NDE research findings, and (3) clarity of wording. After you 
read each item, please respond to the three questions that follow it: two multiple choice and one 
short answer. 
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1.  
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

During a near-death 
experience (NDE), 
people often 
experience a deep level 
of peacefulness. 

       

 
How relevant is this item to the subscale category of "NDE contents"? 

o Item is highly relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category. 

How well does this item correspond to NDE research findings? 
o Item corresponds strongly with NDE research findings. 
o Item corresponds moderately to NDE research findings. 
o Item does not correspond to NDE research findings. 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes;' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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2.   
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

During an NDE, 
people often 
experience their 
thinking to be slower 
and less clear. 

       

 
How relevant is this item to the subscale category of "NDE contents"? 

o Item is highly relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category. 

How well does this item correspond to NDE research findings? 
o Item corresponds strongly with NDE research findings. 
o Item corresponds moderately to NDE research findings. 
o Item does not correspond to NDE research findings. 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes;' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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3. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

During an NDE, 
people often 
experience making a 
decision whether or 
not to come back to 
their bodies. 

       

 

How relevant is this item to the subscale category of "NDE contents"? 
o Item is highly relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category. 

How well does this item correspond to NDE research findings? 

o Item corresponds strongly with NDE research findings. 
o Item corresponds moderately to NDE research findings. 
o Item does not correspond to NDE research findings. 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes;' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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4.  
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

Near-death 
experiencers (NDErs) 
frequently report 
feeling a deep sense of 
fear when 
encountering the light 
during their 
experience. 

       

 

How relevant is this item to the subscale category of "NDE contents"? 
o Item is highly relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category. 

How well does this item correspond to NDE research findings? 

o Item corresponds strongly with NDE research findings. 
o Item corresponds moderately to NDE research findings. 
o Item does not correspond to NDE research findings. 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes;' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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5. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

It is common for 
people who have 
experienced an NDE to 
be more interested in 
prestige and fame after 
their NDE. 

       

 
How relevant is this item to the subscale category of "NDE aftereffects"? 

o Item is highly relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category. 

How well does this item correspond to NDE research findings? 
o Item corresponds strongly with NDE research findings. 
o Item corresponds moderately to NDE research findings. 
o Item does not correspond to NDE research findings. 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes;' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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6.   
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

People have reported 
seeing and hearing 
things during their 
NDEs that occurred in 
the operating room 
while they were 
unconscious, such as in 
a coma or deeply 
anesthetized. 

       

 

How relevant is this item to the subscale category of "NDE contents"? 
o Item is highly relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category. 

How well does this item correspond to NDE research findings? 

o Item corresponds strongly with NDE research findings. 
o Item corresponds moderately to NDE research findings. 
o Item does not correspond to NDE research findings. 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes;' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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7. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

People who experience 
NDEs often become 
more competitive after 
their experience. 

       

 
 

How relevant is this item to the subscale category of "NDE aftereffects"? 
o Item is highly relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category. 

How well does this item correspond to NDE research findings? 

o Item corresponds strongly with NDE research findings. 
o Item corresponds moderately to NDE research findings. 
o Item does not correspond to NDE research findings. 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes;' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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8. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

The vast majority of 
people who experience 
NDEs are profoundly 
changed for decades 
after the experience. 

       

 
How relevant is this item to the subscale category of "NDE afteraffects"? 

o Item is highly relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category. 

How well does this item correspond to NDE research findings? 
o Item corresponds strongly with NDE research findings. 
o Item corresponds moderately to NDE research findings. 
o Item does not correspond to NDE research findings. 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes;' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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9. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

It is unusual for people 
who experience NDEs 
to have a profound 
sensation of 
unconditional love 
during their NDEs. 

       

 
How relevant is this item to the subscale category of "NDE contents"? 

o Item is highly relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category. 

How well does this item correspond to NDE research findings? 
o Item corresponds strongly with NDE research findings. 
o Item corresponds moderately to NDE research findings. 
o Item does not correspond to NDE research findings. 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes;' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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10. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

Individuals' values 
before an NDE are 
usually compatible 
with their values after 
the NDE. 

       

 
How relevant is this item to the subscale category of "NDE aftereffects"? 

o Item is highly relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category. 

How well does this item correspond to NDE research findings? 
o Item corresponds strongly with NDE research findings. 
o Item corresponds moderately to NDE research findings. 
o Item does not correspond to NDE research findings. 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes;' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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11. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

It is common for 
people who have 
experienced an NDE to 
be less materialistic 
after their NDE. 

       

 
How relevant is this item to the subscale category of "NDE aftereffects"? 

o Item is highly relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category. 

How well does this item correspond to NDE research findings? 
o Item corresponds strongly with NDE research findings. 
o Item corresponds moderately to NDE research findings. 
o Item does not correspond to NDE research findings. 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes;' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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12. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

It would be unusual 
for someone to change 
their career in the 
aftermath of an NDE.	  

       

 
How relevant is this item to the subscale category of "NDE contents"? 

o Item is highly relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category. 

How well does this item correspond to NDE research findings? 
o Item corresponds strongly with NDE research findings. 
o Item corresponds moderately to NDE research findings. 
o Item does not correspond to NDE research findings. 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes;' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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13.  
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

It is common for 
people who have 
experienced an NDE to 
have no fear of death. 

       

 
How relevant is this item to the subscale category of "NDE aftereffects"? 

o Item is highly relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category. 

How well does this item correspond to NDE research findings? 
o Item corresponds strongly with NDE research findings. 
o Item corresponds moderately to NDE research findings. 
o Item does not correspond to NDE research findings. 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes;' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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14. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

During an NDE, many 
people feel the effects 
they have had on other 
people throughout 
their lives. 

       

 
How relevant is this item to the subscale category of "NDE contents"? 

o Item is highly relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category. 

How well does this item correspond to NDE research findings? 
o Item corresponds strongly with NDE research findings. 
o Item corresponds moderately to NDE research findings. 
o Item does not correspond to NDE research findings. 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes;' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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15. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

NDEs occur in both 
men and women and in 
people of all races. 

       

 

How relevant is this item to the subscale category of "NDE contents"? 
o Item is highly relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category. 

How well does this item correspond to NDE research findings? 

o Item corresponds strongly with NDE research findings. 
o Item corresponds moderately to NDE research findings. 
o Item does not correspond to NDE research findings. 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes;' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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 16. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

NDErs often report 
encountering a "point 
of no return" during 
their NDEs. 

       

 
How relevant is this item to the subscale category of "NDE contents"? 

o Item is highly relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category. 

How well does this item correspond to NDE research findings? 
o Item corresponds strongly with NDE research findings. 
o Item corresponds moderately to NDE research findings. 
o Item does not correspond to NDE research findings. 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes;' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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17. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

NDErs frequently 
report that their 
experience was like a 
hallucination or a 
drug-induced state. 

       

 
How relevant is this item to the subscale category of "NDE contents"? 

o Item is highly relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category. 

How well does this item correspond to NDE research findings? 
o Item corresponds strongly with NDE research findings. 
o Item corresponds moderately to NDE research findings. 
o Item does not correspond to NDE research findings. 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes;' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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18. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

NDErs' disclosures of 
their experiences are 
often met with 
skepticism and 
disbelief from 
significant others. 

       

 
How relevant is this item to the subscale category of "NDE aftereffects"? 

o Item is highly relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category. 

How well does this item correspond to NDE research findings? 
o Item corresponds strongly with NDE research findings. 
o Item corresponds moderately to NDE research findings. 
o Item does not correspond to NDE research findings. 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes;' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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19. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

NDErs often report 
that time during their 
NDE occurred faster 
than "Earth time." 

       

 
How relevant is this item to the subscale category of "NDE contents"? 

o Item is highly relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category. 

How well does this item correspond to NDE research findings? 
o Item corresponds strongly with NDE research findings. 
o Item corresponds moderately to NDE research findings. 
o Item does not correspond to NDE research findings. 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes;' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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20. 
 

 Completely 
Disagree 

Mostly 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neutral 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Mostly 
Agree 

Completely 
Agree 

It is common for 
NDErs to feel 
frustrated when trying 
to describe their NDEs 
to others people. 

       

 
How relevant is this item to the subscale category of "NDE aftereffects"? 

o Item is highly relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is moderately relevant to subscale category. 
o Item is not relevant to subscale category. 

How well does this item correspond to NDE research findings? 
o Item corresponds strongly with NDE research findings. 
o Item corresponds moderately to NDE research findings. 
o Item does not correspond to NDE research findings. 

Is this item clear and understandable? If so, please write 'yes;' if not, please offer specific 
wording that you think would improve the item. 
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Based on your opinion and current NDE literature, does any other category or specific item 
regarding NDE knowledge need to be represented that seems to be missing from this instrument? 
If not, please write 'no.' If so, please write your suggestion(s) below by including suggested 
category(s) and specific wording of suggested items along with a brief rationale for your 
suggestions. 
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FOCUS GROUP RECRUITMENT LETTER 
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To ____________________: 

Hello, my name is Laura Pace and I am a doctoral student at the University of North 
Texas. The reason I am writing you is to ask for your participation in a focus group for my 
dissertation. I am currently working on my dissertation under the supervision of Dr. Jan Holden. 
The focus of my dissertation is the creation of an instrument that will assess healthcare 
professionals (HPs) knowledge and attitudes about near-death experiences.  

 
Dr. Holden and I have identified you as an expert in the area of near-death experience 

research due to your contributions to the field of near-death studies. I would appreciate your 
involvement in my study by participating in a focus group that will critically critique my 
potential instrument. Your participation will involve you viewing the proposed instrument 
through an online survey provider and analyzing each item. After completing the online portion 
of the focus group, I would like to set up a conference call time for all of us to discuss the 
instrument and any suggestions you may have.  

 
If you are interested in participating, please email me back and I will send you the link to 

the link to the instrument. Please complete the online portion of the focus group by 
_______________. After all focus group members complete the online portion, we will 
determine a time to schedule the conference call that works for everyone. I sincerely appreciate 
your time and hope that you will consider participating in my study.  
 
 
Thank you again, 
 
 
Laura Pace 
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PILOT STUDY RECRUITMENT LETTER FOR PROFESSIONAL COUNSELORS 
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Hello, 
 
My name is Laura Pace, and I am looking for professional counselors to participate in my 
dissertation study. I am developing an instrument regarding practicing counselors’ and student 
counselors’ knowledge and attitudes toward certain transpersonal experiences. Participation will 
take approximately 10-20 minutes and will contribute to two fields of study: mental health care 
and transpersonal experience research. 
 
To participate, please go to [URL].  
 
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me at Laura.Pace@unt.edu or my major 
professor, Dr. Jan Holden, at jan.holden@unt.edu. I greatly appreciate you willingness to 
participate!  
 
Thank you for your time and consideration, 
 
 
Laura Pace 
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MAIN STUDY REMINDER EMAIL 
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Dear Professional or Student Counselor, 
 
You began participation in my study about a week ago by completing the materials online, 
creating a PIN, and providing me with this email address. It is now time for you to complete the 
Scale a second time using your PIN. You can access the Scale at [URL].  
 
Remember that after you complete the Scale, you will be eligible to enter a drawing for one of 
three $50 Visa gift cards.  
 
I am so grateful for your help with my research! 
 
Laura Pace 
Doctoral Candidate 
Counseling Program 
University of North Texas 
 
 
 

Second Reminder Email 
 
Dear Professional or Student Counselor, 
 
You began participation in my study over a week ago by completing the materials online, 
creating a PIN, and providing me with this email address. If you completed the Scale a second 
time using your PIN, thank you! If you have not, please do so at your earliest convenience. You 
can access the Scale at [URL].  
 
Remember that after you complete the Scale, you will be eligible to enter a drawing for one of 
three $50 Visa gift cards.  
 
Thank you again for your help with my research! 
 
Laura Pace 
Doctoral Candidate 
Counseling Program 
University of North Texas 
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